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When George Barton Cutten described Dr. J. R. Newton as “once famous” in his 1911 book, 
Newton had been dead almost thirty years. The international fame and notoriety he achieved in 
his day1 was by then long gone. Amongst scholars today, he remains almost completely 
unknown. That is largely because spiritualist healers such as Newton were generally not 
ideological and thus did not help create a movement or attract a following that could survive 
them; nonetheless, Newton in his day was certainly the most famous of a legion of public non-
medical healers of all stripes—especially this largely ignored phenomenon of spiritualist healers, 
commonly referred to as healing mediums. 
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Why include a chapter on Newton and others in a book on the Quimby-Eddy debate?2 The 
reason is because that debate has largely been seen through the myopic view that Quimby, Eddy, 
and Evans were lonely pioneers in the field of non-medical healing and that all other healers 
generally followed the allopathic or homeopathic route.3 In fact, those three were in the midst of 
a wide array of competitors in the non-medical (or largely non-medical) healing business. Thus 
while later historians might have largely ignored them, Quimby, Eddy, and Evans, had to 
differentiate themselves from these many competitors. That is not to say that those three were 
the same as their competitors, because they were not. Quimby, Eddy, and Evans all spent a 
great deal of time and effort outlining their views in writing and coming up with their own 
respective metaphysical world views—in comparison the healing mediums did little writing and 
as mentioned above were generally not doctrinal or ideological. Thus, it is not unreasonable to 
focus on Quimby, Eddy, and Evans, when it comes to looking at pioneers who provided an 
ideological or metaphysical basis for their healing work—even if they did not necessarily agree 
with each other. Nonetheless, their story has been distorted, I believe, by past treatments that 
have largely placed them in a non-medical healing vacuum. They were well aware of the 
competing forces around them, even if some later historians were not. This chapter is designed to 
restore some level of intellectual balance and historical context. (In addition to the healing 
mediums, by the 1870s the “faith cure” movement had started, which was quite religious; this 
latter movement was another competitor to Eddy and Evans.) 
 
 

 
 

Dr. J. R. Newton (1860?)4 
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Dr. J. R. Newton (1860s)5 
 
This chapter will start with the life of James Rogers Newton, but it will conclude with a look at 
two other spiritualist healers in that era as well.  Not a lot is known about Newton’s early years 
except that he was born on September 8, 1810, in Newport, Rhode Island. The primary source is 
the book edited and published by the spiritualist writer Alonzo Eliot (“A.E.”) Newton, The 
Modern Bethesda, or The Gift of Healing Restored. Being an Account of the Life and Labors of 
Dr. J. R. Newton, Healer, and it was published by the Newton Publishing Company in New York 
about 1879. (I have not been able to determine if there is any distant family connection between 
J.R. Newton and A. E. Newton.)  This semi-hagiographic account (hereafter referred to as 
Modern Bethesda) needs to be tempered with other contemporary accounts and later scholarship; 
nonetheless, it is clear that Newton was the most celebrated and widely recognized non-medical 
healer of his day, which was the 1860s and 1870s. Unlike his contemporaries in this book—
Quimby, Eddy, and Evans—Newton did not, to any significant degree, commit his thoughts, 
theories, and findings to paper, and thereby he did not leave behind a written legacy. (He was 
careful, however, to collect an avalanche of testimonials during his career.) As stated above, his 
life is virtually forgotten today by historians, in part because in the debate over the founding of 
mental healing in America, the focus on Quimby, Eddy, and Evans—all part of the Quimby-
Eddy debate—shunted aside a host of other healers of the day, Newton being the most famous 
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during Quimby’s time. The Quimby-Eddy debate, as framed by Horatio Dresser in his many 
highly influential books on the history of Quimby and New Thought, was so focused on building 
up his parents via their connection to Quimby, that others far more important in the history of 
New Thought, received short shrift by him in his quasi-official history of New Thought and other 
books. Thus, the Dresser histories of Quimby and New Thought were slanted in favor of his 
parents at the expense of others. Part of that effort on Dresser’s part included the complete 
exclusion of this important portion of the history of non-medical healing in America. (While 
Dresser was ostensibly focusing on the history of New Thought, which is not directly connected 
to Newton and other healing mediums, he also wrote histories promoting Quimby as the founder 
of mental healing in America—which histories should have mentioned the spiritualistic healing 
movement that Quimby was forced to compete with ideologically as well as from a business 
sense.)  By helping to create this intellectual vacuum, which thereby excluded reference to any 
other “competition,” Dresser was able to present Quimby unchallenged as the first mental healer 
in America.6 Interestingly biographies of Eddy have also largely maintained this narrow view, 
with scant reference to the healing mediums and faith cure movements. The sufferer of the mid-
nineteenth century certainly had a wide range of choices for a hoped-for non-medical cure.7 
 
An example of the kind of competition that existed amongst healers is seen in this advertisement 
by Eddy (then Glover) compared to the other advertisement above and below hers. The 
advertisement appeared in the Banner of Light in Boston in June and July, 1868. It should be 
noted that the image below, from the July 4 issue, does not include a large advertisement at the 
top of the page for J. R. Newton, who was then in Newport, Rhode Island. That advertisement 
began: “Dr. Newton cures when all other efforts and treatments have failed. Often when he has 
thought a case hopeless, the patient has been restored to permanent health.” 
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Returning to J.R. Newton, the 1850 census records him as a successful merchant, still living in 
Newport, Rhode Island, with his wife Elizabeth and eight children, ranging in age from one to 
13, along with two female boarders or servants from Ireland. 
 
An exuberant commentator wrote of Newton in the New York Literary Album in 1866:8 
  

In his youth, Dr. Newton enjoyed all the advantages that competence and good judgment 
could confer. He early evinced a strong proclivity for the medical profession, or more 
properly speaking, an inclination to do battle with old Allopathy, to modify and improve, 
if not to entirely change, the prevailing system of medical practice, so as to make it more 
in accordance with nature’s laws; but various circumstances combined to prevent the 
gratification of his desires. 
 
At an early age he became aware of possessing the gift of healing, of which he has for the 
past few years given such wonderful evidence. He became conscious of new powers, new 
capabilities, wonderful and strange, and opening a glorious avenue of usefulness; and his 
young, enthusiastic spirit burned for the work. But meeting with no encouragement, this 
heaven-born gift was suffered to lie comparatively undeveloped until later years. 
 
Although contrary to his inclinations, he entered upon pursuits less congenial to his 
tastes, and for twenty years was a prosperous merchant, during which time his peculiar 
gift was often manifested, but never exercised to any great extent till the year 1858. 
Previous to this, had travelled extensively in Europe, visiting the principal hydropathic 
establishments and hospitals of England, France and Germany, and greatly improving in 
his knowledge of the healing art. Latterly he has relinquished all other pursuits, 
overmastered all obstacles, and devoted himself to healing the sick. . . . 
 
Dr. Newton is a man of most pleasing presence and rare urbanity of manners. He speaks 
unpretendingly of his great powers, and converses with an ease and fluency that plainly 
show him to be a gentleman of intellect and refinement. 
 
He holds none of his powers in secret, but courts investigation of the scientific, and 
endeavors to promulgate to the world his principles of cure, as well as show how 
magnetism, the life-principle, or vital-force, can be imparted by a positive will from a 
strong and healthy body to a sickly and weak one, producing an instantaneous cure of the 
most chronic diseases. 
 
The Doctor disclaims any miraculous powers, but declares that the results he produces to 
be founded on philosophic and scientific principles which can, in a measure, be taught. 
 
He says that his extraordinary powers over disease are principally due to his peculiar 
organism, philanthropic idea of doing good, and his positive character. . . . 
 
The Doctor is a philanthropist in the fullest sense of the term, and declares that if he were 
making his last wish on earth, it would be that which would most benefit mankind and 
mitigate suffering and human woe. 
 
May God bless him in the most beneficent and glorious work that has ever claimed the 
world’s attention since the days when Divinity walked the earth! 
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Newton’s biography continued with an account of a seminal event in his life: 
 

In 1853, Dr. Newton was a passenger on the steamer “Golden Gate,” from Panama to 
San. Francisco. The second day the yellow fever broke out, and fear and consternation 
prevailed among the passengers, who numbered about thirteen hundred. Among them 
were several physicians, and all those not prostrated with the disease labored diligently 
for the sufferers. The fever raged for the period of eight days; seventy-four persons died 
and their bodies were consigned to the ocean. The surgeon of the ship lost every patient 
but one that he attended. Dr. N. lost none. Many lives were saved by his treatment. 
 
Twelve years after, while Dr. Newton was healing in Whitewater, Michigan, Dr. Ledgard 
called upon him and inquired if he made a passage on the steamer “Golden Gate” in 
1853. On being answered in the affirmative, he said, "Well, you attended me in a terrible 
attack of yellow fever, and I have to thank you for saving my life." 

 
Newton began his professional healing work in Cincinnati in 1858. As his biographer recorded it, 
the healing work quickly became known to the point were he was seeing one hundred patients 
per day: 
 

The press invariably gave favorable accounts, and cases of cures were cited to verify their 
statements. The following are a few cases, out of many thousands: 
 

John Hutchinson, Frankfort, Indiana, cured of paralysis in the leg, so as to be able 
to walk without limping. 

Miss Catherine Johnson, Sixth street, blind for fifteen years, restored in fifteen 
minutes, and can now see to read and work as well as when a child. 

Mrs. Elizabeth Miller, Lawrenceburg, rheumatism for twenty years, restored in a 
few minutes. 

Miss Emma Coombs, Sixth street, cured of a goitre in less than twenty minutes. 
William Rolls, cataracts on eyes, perfectly restored to sight while riding in a 

Third street omnibus. [26 additional testimonials are cited.]9 
 
From Cincinnati, Newton soon moved to Cleveland, before moving to Boston in the summer of 
1860. While in Cleveland, he treated one John Warner, who about two years later provided an 
affidavit that gave a detailed account of how Newton treated him (emphasis added): 
 

About the first of May, 1860, I was confined to my bed with rheumatism in my back, and 
so badly that I could not move or be moved from the bed. Learning of Dr. Newton’s 
arrival, and having heard of his wonderful cures, I told my friends to call him, and also to 
advise my former physician of same. They protested, and I insisted, telling them that I 
could not endure such pain, and that Dr. J. R. Newton might help me. My friends came to 
the following conclusion and reasoned thus: “Well, he does not give medicines or use the 
knife, and if he doesn't cure, he can't hurt him.” And Dr. Newton was called during the 
latter part of the afternoon, and soon after entering the room, commenced by making 
manipulations over my head, shoulders and sides, and after working awhile he got me on 
my side, and then manipulated my back and body, which soon enabled me with his 
assistance to sit up in bed, and in about thirty minutes I was enabled to get from the bed 
and walked the room. I soon felt that my back was giving out, and told Dr. Newton, when 
he made a few more passes with his hand on my back, which caused me to feel strong 
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and well as ever. After moving around the room rapidly at the request of Dr. Newton, he 
requested that I should dress myself and have a brisk walk in the open air. I told him I 
could not do so as the air was too damp and I feared taking cold. Dr. Newton insisted, 
and said if I did not do so the coming morning would find me stiff and lame. Before 
leaving, Dr. Newton told me that I must visit him in the morning at his office. I retired 
about ten o'clock that evening and rested well, except that I was stiff, as Dr. N. said I 
would be. I was dressed by my friends, and with two canes and a man by my side I 
started for Dr. Newton's office, distant half a block. On arriving at his office I found a 
crowd of people, and made my way through into the hall, taking a chair, and sent word to 
Dr. Newton that I wished to see him at once. I was soon escorted to his room and placed 
on a lounge, when he commenced manipulating and rubbing my back and body, not 
exceeding ten minutes, when I was relieved from all stiffness and felt like a new 
man, and had no use for my canes. After the operation I walked about two miles, and 
on returning home found several friends at the house to learn of the cure. I would here 
state that my age now is about forty-six, and for about fifteen years I have been a very 
great sufferer from rheumatism, and have continued well to this time. 

 
Many years later, James Monroe “J.M.” Buckley (1836-1920), editor of the Christian Advocate, 
and staunch defender of Christian orthodoxy, would write of Newton, “In 1859 [sic] the famous 
Dr. Newton arrived in Boston on one of his visits, causing an extraordinary sensation. The lame 
who visited him leaped for joy, and left their crutches when they departed; in some instances 
blindness was cured; several chronic cases were greatly relieved, and some astonishing results 
were reported that confounded ordinary practitioners, and puzzled one or two medical men of 
national reputation. I made Dr. Newton’s acquaintance and conversed with him at great length 
and with entire freedom. His disciples became numerous; and ‘healing mediums’ and physicians 
who cure by ‘laying on of hands’ still exist, increasing rather than diminishing in number. . . .” 10  
 
At this time, the 1860 census (July 1860) recorded Newton still as a merchant in Newport, Rhode 
Island, with his wife Elizabeth and seven children, ranging in age from 11 to 20, along with two 
female servants from Ireland. 
 
An allopathic physician named Dr. H. T. Child came from Philadelphia to witness what Newton 
was doing. He returned a confirmed believer in Newton and wrote the following letter with 
emphasis added: 
 

Mr. Editor:—In answer to numerous inquiries in reference to Dr. J. R. Newton, I would 
say, that in October, 1860, I visited him in Boston. I found him a plain, unassuming man. 
 
His rooms were crowded by patients and their friends, a motley group of the lame, the 
halt and the blind. He invited me into his operating-room to witness his mode of treating 
various diseases. He was seeing eighty to one hundred patients daily, most of whom were 
poor, toward whom his attention was bestowed with as much kindness as to any class. 
 
I saw him operate on more than one hundred persons who had various forms of disease. 
Of these I will mention a case of paralysis. An old man, a painter by trade, came hobbling 
in on two crutches. He said he had not been able to rise from his seat or walk without an 
aid for eight months. In about twenty minutes he rose up and walked away, going up and 
down stairs without a cane or crutch. His mode of treatment was by pressure with his 
hands along the spinal column and over the limbs. He also applied warm water to 
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them and moved them in various directions. This was the general plan of treatment 
of paralysis. 
 
Another case was that of a little boy about six years old who had hip disease. He came in 
limping on one foot, the other drawn up several inches. In a few minutes the limb was 
drawn down and he ran around the room without any aid. I saw a large pile of crutches 
and supporters that had been left with the Doctor by his patients who had no longer any 
use for them. 
 
Henry T. Child, M.D. 
634 Race street, Philadelphia.11 

 
For the purposes of this history, one of the most significant (and unusual) testimonials came from 
Sarah Crosby, a future patient of P. P. Quimby and a friend of Mary Baker Eddy during Eddy’s 
years with Quimby. Before going to Quimby, she visited Newton for herself and her son, 
evidently when Newton made a short trip to Portland, Maine. Here is how her testimonial 
appears in Modern Besthesda: 
 

Mrs. SARAH G. CROSBY, of Albion, Maine, after being treated for female weakness of 
long standing, with much benefit, brought her son, ELLERY C. CROSBY, to be cured of 
consumption. He was very low, and his journey was attended with much suffering. The 
Doctor, placing his hands upon his head, said: “You shall be cured. Go, take a male 
chicken, cut off the head, split it in the back; and place it, warm, on your breast, with the 
inside to your flesh. In the morning it will be putrid. Then burn it.” He did so, when a 
running sore, in the shape of the chicken, came upon his breast, which lasted two weeks; 
after which he was well, and the breast-bone, which before had projected like that of a 
chicken, went to its natural position.12 

 
Crosby later described this to Eddy biographer Sibyl Wilbur O’Brien, who gave the following 
account in the Boston publication, Human Life magazine (March 1907): 
 

In the house where she [Eddy] boarded, also boarded another patient of Quimby's, Mrs. 
Sarah G. Crosby. Mrs. Crosby is living today in Waterville Me., and she gave the writer 
the following account of Dr. Quimby. 
 
 “I had been broken down by hard work and the rapid birth of several children. My 
vitality seemed exhausted. I had heard of Dr. Quimby, and I believed then and believe 
now that natural healers are occasionally born into this world. For example, some years 
before, a Dr. Newton of Providence came to Portland. My oldest boy, Ellery, then a child 
of seven, had asthma and was rapidly going into consumption. The doctors said he could 
not live. I took him to Dr. Newton. The doctor laid his hands on the boy's throat and then 
told me to take him home to kill a six-weeks old fowl and take the entrails while still 
warm and lay on' the boy's chest. I did it, and he was healed. He is living now, a healthy 
man. I went to Dr. Quimby, hoping to find in him another such natural healer, and I did.”  

 
Ellery C. Crosby was listed as being six years old in the 1860 federal census (canvassed in 
Albion, Maine in July, 1860). Thus, if Crosby was accurate in giving his age as seven, that would 
mean this occurred about 1861. (Newton moved his office to New York City in May, 1861.)13  
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Newton and other healers of that day averred they were performing the kinds of miracles that 
Jesus performed in the Bible, and the above is an example of where Newton may have been 
using an unusual or even bizarre technique to heal in order to pattern himself after Jesus, who, 
according to biblical accounts, anointed the blind man’s eyes with spittle, or as Elisha who told 
the proud Naaman to wash seven times in the river Jordan. (See the Borasso case below for 
another example of Newton setting a seemingly arbitrary time limit—nine days and nine hours—
for the healing.) 
 
While in Boston, Newton received this letter from a grateful testifier, based on his evidence and 
belief that a fellow Chicago resident had been healed by Newton at a great distance.14 
 

Boston, April 16th, 1861. 
DR. J. R. NEWTON:  
 
Dear Friend,—It may interest you to have in writing a statement of the wonderful case of 
healing a sick lady at the distance of 1,000 miles, which has lately occurred through your 
influence. On the 2d of this month, I called on you with a letter from a friend at Chicago, 
enclosing a description of a case of great suffering of a Mrs. Garfield there, by 
“convulsive fits, preceded and followed by intense anguish,” which has for years baffled 
the skill of many of the most experienced physicians. 
 
You spoke of the case of a lady in Virginia you had lately cured, although she was five 
hundred miles distant, and proposed to take my hands and attempt to restore her, although 
I had no other knowledge of the sufferer than was contained in the papers I then held in 
my hands, never having seen her. In a few minutes you remarked that she was cured,— 
that her mental and physical condition was so much better that instant, that she would 
probably make some note of the time. I noted it 7.37 P.M., April 2d. I have now a letter 
from Chicago  dated 6th April, stating that on the 2d Mr. G., the husband, left home and 
returned the next day, when he was surprised at the improved appearance and apparent 
happiness of his wife, and found that on the 2d, a little after 7 P.M., Chicago time, his 
wife experienced a change or improvement in her mental and physical sensations of so 
marked a character as to elicit a long conversation between herself and mother-in-law on 
the subject of her remarkable change, which caused them much surprise. 
 
“G. was filled with joy at finding her so cheerful and happy; says she has not been so 
well and free from pain for years as she has been since the evening of the 2d. That day 
will be long remembered by at least three grateful ones.” 
 
It should be noted that in this case “imagination” could not be exercised on the part of the 
patient at that time, as it was not known at Chicago that you ever attempted affecting 
people at a distance.15 
 
I have a letter dated the 11th, stating, “Mrs. G. continues to improve constantly.” 
 
Very respectfully and truly, 

EDW. L. BAKER. 
 
Newton’s biographer was quick to point out: 
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It is by no means to be inferred that all persons who applied to Dr. Newton for healing 
were cured of their diseases. On the contrary, instances frequently occurred among the 
numbers who pressed upon him, in which little or no apparent effect was produced upon 
the sufferer. To those who had no proper conception of the nature of the healing force 
exerted through Dr. N., and of its mode of action, this seemed inexplicable; and not a few 
moved to pronounce the whole thing a deception, and the cases of alleged cure merely 
imaginary. But the claims of the genuineness of this power may be safely rested upon the 
abundant testimony already and hereafter to be adduced—much of it given under oath—
that positive and often instantaneous cures did occur, in large numbers, as the result of 
Dr. N’s simple treatment, and this notwithstanding the failures.16 

 
A.E. Newton’s narrative continues: “In May, 1861, Dr. Newton went to New York, where a 
large field for his labors opened before him.”17 Before long, the New York Herald, July 3, of that 
year published an article with the heading, “The Miracles of Christ Revived.” The article 
includes the following excerpts about Newton’s view of his “vital force” that he imparted to the 
patient, as well as the power of faith: 
 

 
On being questioned as to his means of curing, he stated that it was utterly impossible for 
him to convey any adequate idea of the vitality which he brings into use. He was satisfied 
that he possessed this curing power in his system to such a degree that it would be 
impossible for him to operate upon a diseased subject without imparting to him a 
considerable portion of his vital force. In treating a patient all he does is to lay his hands 
on him, and rub the affected parts with considerable vigor; the sufferer of course wincing 
and dodging under the powerful and unaccommodating arm of the operator. On these 
occasions the muscles of his body become distended to a surprising extent, the flexors 
and extensors of his arm becoming as firm as whipcord. In cases of deafness, he places a 
piece of white and another of blue flannel over the ears and head, manipulates rapidly for 
several minutes, and then blows into the ear. . . . 

 
It may be mentioned that Dr. Newton is a strong believer in the certain efficacy of faith 
and prayer; he thinks that the power which Christ gave to his Apostles to cure diseases is 
still in existence, and is only suspended for the want of faith. But lest any branch of the 
church should be gaping to swallow him up as a living example of the truth of their 
particular dogma, it may as well be stated at once that the Doctor, though positive in his 
faith and idea of curing, is nevertheless a very negative kind of a Christian, seeing that he 
has never been baptized, and that he regards all kinds of churches in the same light. Faith 
in Christ, and prayer, he thinks, are the only true conservators of his power. . . . 

 
Another case was that of Mrs. Borasso, of Troy, N. Y. Her physician, Dr. Woodruff, 
brought her to Dr. N. to be cured of polypus in the nose. The Doctor said, 'I can cure you, 
but not instantly. In nine days and nine hours you will be cured.' 
 
Such was the interest in the matter, faith in some and incredulity in others, that many 
people awaited the hour with intense anxiety. A few moments before the time specified 
by Dr. N., Mrs. B.'s face underwent a series of contortions and nervous twitchings, and 
immediately she removed the polypus with her fingers and laid it on the table. The truth 
of this strange cure may be substantiated by many people.18 
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Testimonials for back and leg problems, where crutches were needed or the person was bed-
ridden, were quite common with Newton. Here are some affidavits as testimonials for vision 
problems:19 

MARCH 4th, 1863. 
Andrew J. Hay: live at Manayunk; my wife, for three years, was unable to read, write, 
sew or any thing of the kind, by reason of debility of the optic nerve. Some time in 
November, 1862, I took her to see Dr. J. R. Newton, who operated upon her eyes. Before 
leaving his room she read several verses of Scripture, and has been able to read and write 
ever since, her general health being also much improved.  
 
ANDREW J. HAY 
Pastor First Baptist Church.” 

 
 “Peter Manning, being sworn, deposes and says: I live in Burlington, New Jersey; on the 
30th of October, 1862, I called on Dr. J. R. Newton; I was blind two years and three 
months; when I came to Dr. Newton I was so bad that I could not see a gaslight in front 
of me; after ten minutes' treatment, without pain, I was enabled to see to read and write, 
and have kept my own books ever since.  
PETER MANNING. 
 
Sworn and subscribed before me this 4th day of March, 1863. 
WM. P. HIBBERD, Alderman. 

 
Interestingly, in 1869, Rev. Moses Hull published a book, The Question Settled. A Careful 
Comparison of Biblical and Modern Spiritualism, in which he lauded Newton and reproduced 
the Manning testimonial above.20 
 
After a year or so in New York City, Newton moved his operation to Philadelphia. While there 
he was brought up on a charge of assault and battery on a small child, which Newton’s 
biographer termed extortion. The Philadelphia Inquirer (as reproduced in Modern Bethesda) 
reported on March 5, 1863: 
 

Several witnesses for the Commonwealth were examined, among them the parents of the 
child. 
 
The mother testified that the child was now three and a half years old; that on the day 
before Thanksgiving clay of last year, she and her husband had taken the little girl to the 
office of Dr. Newton for the cure of the child's knee, which had been stiff for some time; 
that during the treatment the child was on its father's lap, with its face downward; that in 
this position the Doctor pressed one hand upon her back, while with the other he bent her 
limbs back and forth several times; that on the Sunday following the child complained of 
pain in her back, which the mother found, on examination, to proceed from the sore 
above referred to. 
 
The father corroborated the testimony of the mother. 
 
Several physicians were also examined, who said that pressure on the spine must be very 
severe to produce such a sore, and that acute pains would immediately follow. They had 
never heard of such a case, however. 
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[Dr. Newton stated that, as was his custom, he pressed lightly upon the spine.] 
 
Dr. McCLINTOCK, after examining the child in an adjoining room, testified, in 
substance, that the child was constitutionally scrofulous. The kind of disease with which 
she was afflicted may be evolved constitutionally, and the attention may not have been 
directed to it until it became sufficiently developed to arrest attention. It may have come 
on insidiously for weeks or months before discovery.21 
 

Another physician also testified that the child seemed prone to this problem without any cause 
relating back to Newton’s treatment. The result of the case was that Newton was found not 
guilty. Interestingly, Newton, in working with his biographer, had the biographer insert this note: 
 

NOTE BY DR. NEWTON.—Finding the testimony of some of the witnesses, as reported 
at the above trial, to be erroneous, and the account to be incorrect in some particulars, I 
have requested the editor of this volume to condense the report so as to present only the 
main facts in the case. I take the whole responsibility of this change. Those who may 
desire to read the full reports are referred to the Philadelphia daily papers of March, 1863. 
                                                                                                           J.R NEWTON22 
 

About this time, spiritualist Uriah Clark, recorded this account of Newton in his book, Plain 
Guide to Spiritualism: A Hand-Book: 
 

Dr. J. R. Newton, of Newport, Rhode Island, affords numerous illustrations of the 
remarkable healing powers unfolded beneath celestial influence. J. H. Hibbard, of New 
York, confined three years with spinal disease, able to walk but little even on crutches, 
was relieved in about five minutes, and, after three operations by “the laying on of 
hands,” testifies that he is entirely cured. John Corkery, of Philadelphia, partly blind and 
deaf for twenty years, was relieved after a few manipulations. C. F. Muench, of 
Harrisburg, Pa., nearly helpless for years with rheumatism and internal bleeding, was 
cured from his first interview with Dr. Newton. D. G. Taylor, of New York, suffering 
from cough and other symptoms of consumption for fifteen years, was made entirely free 
from all signs of disease after an operation of about ten minutes. Eliza A. Tolles, of 
Vincennes, Ind., suffering and nearly helpless for more than twenty years from spinal 
disease and ailings peculiar to women, testifies to an entire cure after a brief interview. 
These cases are illustrations of thousands of others coming under the treatment of healing 
mediums, though it is not claimed that conditions will warrant cures in every instance of 
disease.23  

 
In the summer of 1863, Newton moved to Baltimore for about six weeks, all the while obtaining 
testimonials and affidavits for his treatments. From Baltimore, he returned to Boston briefly, and 
then at the invitation of citizens of New Haven, Connecticut, he moved his operation to that city.  
 
(It was in New Haven, that Newton met his future, long-time secretary, Austin Hill, who 
recorded his reminiscences which were published near the end of Modern Bethesda.) 
 
When reading these news accounts, there is the appearance that some or much of what is said is 
based on what language Newton provided himself. For example, compare the following press 
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account from New York in 1861—concerning what diseases could be expected to be 
immediately cured—to a press account two years later: 
 

New York Herald, July 2, 1861 
 

Exceptions are also made to these almost instantaneous cures, to broken bones, 
dislocations, bad curvatures of the spine and matterated tumors. . . . Paralysis seems the 
most slow and uncertain with this treatment. Sometimes, though rarely, they have been 
fully restored with one operation; they are, however, always benefited.  
 

New Haven Courier, July 11, 1863 
 

Some persons go to see him twice, as, for instance, for deafness, epilepsy and 
consumption, and instantaneous cures, where bones are broken, spines badly out of 
shape, and tumors matterated, can scarcely be expected. . . .  Paralysis seems the most 
slow and uncertain. Sometimes it has been cured at one operation, though not often; still 
improvement has been made at the first trial.24  

 
 
As a point of comparison, see this language from Newton’s one-time healing partner, J. P. 
Bryant (see below for more information on him): 

 
 

Watertown, NY New-York Daily Reformer, May 11, 1863 
 

But five to thirty minutes is required for inveterate cases of almost any curable Chronic 
Diseases, and so certain is the effect that many diseases require but few operations; 
excepting Deafness, Epilepsy and Consumption. Exception is also made to broken bones, 
dislocations, bad curvatures of the spine, and mattered tumors. . . . Paralysis is the most 
slow and uncertain with this treatment; sometimes, though rarely, patients have been fully 
restored with one operation; they are, however, always benefitted. 

 
The similarity suggests that the reporters were taking down what information Newton readily 
provided, perhaps in the form of a flyer; this does not suggest deceit but does at least suggest that 
much of the reporting was not necessarily based on outside verification of claims made.  
 
From New Haven,  Newton moved to Hartford, Connecticut, where the local press reported:25 
 

The Doctor's method is to give the patients as they arrive, a ticket with a number upon it. 
When the number is called the holder of it is admitted to the Doctor's presence. His scale 
of prices for curing the sick are arranged according to the wealth of the individual. If any 
are too poor to pay, their cases are treated without a fee. Over the door of one of the 
parlors is a card on which is written, “Persons who cannot afford to pay are cordially 
invited to come without money and without price.” 

 
Since last Wednesday, nearly eight hundred patients have visited his office. 

 
The reporter of the Hartford Times added:26 
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Doctor Newton is a very pleasant gentleman, and treats his patients with a kindness most 
gratifying to witness. In some cases, especially rheumatism, he makes the patient dance 
and run about as if he were up for a draft examination. He touches him with his hand, 
saying, “All right.” “All well.” “Now you are a new man!” “Run! I say;” and off hops the 
patient, his face covered with astonishment as he sees himself actually running. 
 
We do not believe in modern miracles, but we certainly think Dr. Newton is doing great 
good in his line, and we would advise the sick to see him. He gives no medicine, but 
claims to perform these wonderful cures through a mesmeric influence which passes from 
the system to that of the patient he is treating. The curious will find something to astonish 
them here; and if free from disease will find not only something to excite them, but 
arouse their gratitude that they possess the golden treasure—Health. 

 
Newton’s secretary, Austin Hill, recalled the spiritualistic beliefs that Newton shared in a visit 
with the Shakers at this time: 
 

While we were in Hartford, Dr. N. received an invitation to spend a Sunday with the 
Shakers at Enfield, Ct. We had a very pleasant visit, and the Doctor treated many patients 
successfully. We attended their meeting in the morning, and were treated very 
handsomely by these quiet people. They, being generally spiritualists, coincided with the 
Doctor on religious subjects, which made the day to pass harmoniously and pleasantly.27 

 
About December 1, Newton moved to Washington, D.C., for a brief visit that extended into 
January, 1864. Austin Hill recalled in Modern Bethesda, that their patients included “several 
heads of departments, congressmen, judges, and others of high standing, most of whom he 
visited at their residences in the city.”28 
 
After several weeks of bitterly cold weather in Washington, D.C., Newton returned home. This 
might explain this reference in the New York Times, February 27, 1864, which reported that “Dr. 
J. R. Newton of Newport” arrived by ship in the New York City and was stopping at the St. 
Nicholas Hotel.  
 
About April 1 Newton moved to the Union House in Springfield, Massachusetts. Hill told of an 
important cure while there of Hon. D. L. Harris, formerly the mayor of Springfield but then a 
member of the Massachusetts legislature: “Mr. H. had been injured by being thrown from a 
carriage, and had been under the cure of the best physicians in Springfield, Worcester, and 
Boston. Dr. N., through his clairvoyance, discovered the trouble, and in less than five minutes 
had Mr. Harris walking without his crutches. He could walk without even a cane, and was cured 
by the first treatment.” 
 
From Springfield, they moved to Worcester, Massachusetts, the following month. Hill reported 
the next move, which was to go to England. 
 

 The next move we made was to cross the Atlantic, a long-talked-of expedition. Dr. N. 
hoped he would be permitted to lecture to the people in the market places of the Old 
World, and heal the poor free. Accordingly we sailed from Boston, July 18th, in the 
steamer Asia; had a very pleasant voyage, but found, on our arrival in England, that the 
public regulations would not permit open-air gatherings, as the Doctor had expected. So, 
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to his great disappointment, we were compelled, to relinquish the undertaking, and 
concluded to make a flying visit to the continent, and return home in season for a fall 
campaign. 
 
This we did, opening in Rochester, N.Y., early in the fall, and continuing there till cold 
weather. We secured operating rooms in Washington Hall, with quarters at the Osborn 
House.29 

 
Regarding Newton’s brief trip to England, Emma Hardinge Britten in her 1884 book, Nineteenth 
Century Miracles: Or, Spirits and Their Work in Every Country of the Earth (in which she wrote 
extensively of Newton), quoted a Thomas Shorter who said,  
 

I had the good fortune to make the personal acquaintance and friendship of Dr. Newton 
on the occasion of a brief visit he paid to this country [i.e., England] in the autumn of 
1864. 30 

 
Austin Hill recalled, 

 
While we were in Rochester, we made short visits to Auburn and Canandaigua, with 
good success. Old Allopathy was stirred to its depths, while Old Theology stood 
aghast,—at least, the leaders thereof,—for they could not prevent their followers from 
flocking to see and hear for themselves. From these two professions we met with the 
most determined opposition.31 
 

It was at this time that Newton treated a patient that would perhaps be his only link to modern 
scholarship. The patient was Olivia Langdon, the future wife of Samuel Clemens (alternately 
known of course as Mark Twain). It is perhaps significant that A.E. Newton did not mention 
“Livy” Langdon in his biographical writing, but she is mentioned later in the book in the section 
devoted to the reminiscences of J. R. Newton’s secretary, Austin Hill, who spoke of Newton’s 
stay in the Rochester, New York area in 1864. Due to the significance of the treatment by 
Clemens of this case in his autobiography and elsewhere, and the resultant research by later 
scholars, this case will be examined here with special focus. Hill wrote in the 1870s: 
 

 . . . the most interesting cases were in distant cities and towns, which Dr. N. visited 
between Saturday afternoon and Monday morning. One of these was at Elmira, N. Y., 
where Dr. N. went to treat Miss Libbie [sic] Langdon, whom he cured, and she has since 
married the author known as ‘Mark Twain.’ Dr. N. found her suffering with spinal 
disease; could not be raised to a sitting posture in her bed for over four years. She was 
almost like death itself. With one characteristic treatment he made her to cross the room 
with assistance, and in a few days the cure was complete. 32 

 
The next record of this, even if oblique, is a footnote by Clemens in his book, Christian Science: 
 

In Bavaria there is a man who performed so many cures that he had to retire from his 
profession of stage-carpentering in order to meet the demand of his constantly increasing 
body of customers. He goes on from year to year doing his miracles, and has become 
very rich. He pretends to no religious help, no supernatural aids, but thinks there is 
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something in his make-up which inspires the confidence of his patients, and that it is this 
confidence which does the work, and not some mysterious power issuing from himself.”  
 
Here Twain added a footnote: “January, 1903. I have personal and intimate knowledge of 
the ‘miraculous’ cure of a case of paralysis which had kept the patient helpless in bed two 
years, in spite of all that the best medical science of New York could do. The travelling 
‘quack’ (that is what they called him), came on two successive mornings and lifted the 
patient out of bed and said ‘Walk!’ and the patient walked. That was the end of it. It was 
forty-one years ago. The patient has walked ever since.—M.T.33 
 

(Based on the dating by Clemens, the cure took place 41 years before 1903, which would date 
the event in 1862, rather than the actual year of 1864.) 
 
On February 13, 1906, Clemens dictated for his autobiography his more detailed recollection 
(but it is important to remember that he did not witness any of this because he had not yet met his 
future wife, thus he was only repeating family lore): 
 

She [Olivia Langdon] became an invalid at sixteen through a partial paralysis caused by 
falling on the ice and she was never strong again while her life lasted. After that fall she 
was not able to leave her bed during two years, nor was she able to lie in any position 
except upon her back. All the great physicians were brought to Elmira one after another 
during that time, but there was no helpful result. In those days both worlds were 
acquainted with the name of Dr. Newton, a man who was regarded in both worlds as a 
quack. He moved through the land in state; in magnificence, like a potentate; like a 
circus. Notice of this coming was spread upon the dead walls in vast colored posters, 
along with his formidable portrait, several weeks beforehand. 
 
One day Andrew Langdon, a relative of the Langdon family, came to the house and said: 
“You have tried everybody else; now try Dr. Newton, the quack. He is downtown at the 
Rathbun House, practicing upon the well-to-do at war prices and upon the poor for 
nothing. I saw him wave his hands over Jake Brown’s head and take his crutches away 
from him and send him after his business as good as new. I saw him do the like with 
some other cripples. They may have been ‘temporaries’ instituted for advertising 
purposes, and not genuine. But Jake is genuine. Send for Newton.” 

 
Newton came. He found the girl upon her back. Over her was suspended a tackle from 
the ceiling. It had been there a long time but unused. It was put there in the hope that by 
its steady motion she might be lifted to a sitting posture, at intervals, for rest. But it 
proved a failure. Any attempt to raise her brought nausea and exhaustion and had to be 
relinquished. Newton made some passes about her head with his hands; then he put an 
arm behind her shoulders and said “Now we will sit up, my child.” 
 
Newton opened the windows—long darkened—and delivered a short fervent prayer; then 
he put an arm behind her shoulders and said, “Now we will sit up, my child.” 
 
The family were alarmed and tried to stop him, but he was not disturbed, and raised her 
up. She sat several minutes without nausea or discomfort. Then Newton said that that 
would do for the present, he would come again next morning; which he did. He made 
some passes with his hands and said, “Now we will walk a few steps, my child.” He took 
her out of bed and supported her while she walked several steps; the he said ‘I have 
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reached the limit of my art. She is not cured. It is not likely she will ever be cured. She 
will never be able to walk far, but after a little daily practice she will be able to walk one 
or two hundred yards, and she can depend on being able to do that for the rest of her life. 
 
His charge was fifteen hundred dollars and it was easily worth a hundred thousand. For 
from that day that she was eighteen until she was fifty-six she was always able to walk a 
couple of hundred yards without stopping to rest; and more than once I saw her walk a 
quarter of a mile without serious fatigue. 
 
Newton was mobbed in Dublin, in London and in other places. He was frequently 
mobbed in Europe and in America but never by the grateful Langdons and Clemenses. I 
met Newton once, in after years, and asked him what his secret was. He said he didn’t 
know but thought perhaps some subtle form of electricity proceeded from his body and 
wrought the cures. 34 
 

Clemens scholar, Laura E. Skandera-Trombley (hereafter referred to as Trombley) was one of 
several scholars who heavily researched this account of Langdon and determined the falsity of 
several aspects of the alleged healing. In her book, Mark Twain in the Company of Women she 
wrote: 

 
Clemens was very much crafting a story here. In the original manuscript of his dictation 
there are several crossed-out passages that indicate revisions made to enhance the 
dramatic effect. In a brief article, "Mark Twain and Dr. Newton" (1972), Harold Aspiz 
was the first to verify Dr. Newton's identity. Aspiz provided Newton's biography and then 
proceeded to link Newton with characters appearing in Clemens's fiction, most notably 
the Dauphin in Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. What Aspiz did not realize at the time of 
his writing was that just as Clemens created fiction out of fact, he also fictionalized 
Newton and the tale of Olivia's cure. In composing his autobiography, Clemens was in 
some sense attempting to see how convertible reality was to fiction. . . . 35 

 
The Autobiography of Mark Twain was not published until 1924, which is after the wife of 
Clemens’ friend, Thomas Bailey Aldrich, published her own version of this story—as her 
husband, or perhaps Clemens himself, recounted the story to her: 
 

At sixteen years of age, Miss Langdon had fallen on the ice and seriously injured her 
spine. For the  next two years she was confined to her bed, a pathetic  invalid, unable to 
sit even when supported; unable  to lie in any position upon her back. Mr. Langdon  felt 
his wealth was as sand to be scattered to the  four winds, if by its use relief could be 
brought.  Great physicians and surgeons were summoned to  her bedside; but she failed 
steadily, until even hope was dead. Among the many mechanical devices for her relief in 
position was a pulley attached to the  ceiling and to her bed, raising her so slowly, and  
almost imperceptibly, that it was an hour before she could be brought to a half-reclining 
position;  even with that gentle movement she became unconscious. The physician dared 
not attempt the venture again. After two years of helpless suffering,  one day a half-sheet 
of paper was blown in at an  open door, and fluttered to Mrs. Langdon's feet. It was a 
poorly printed advertisement of marvellous restoration to health by the laying on of 
hands; the blind seeing; the lame walking; the deaf hearing. Mrs. Langdon read the soiled 
bit of paper with incredulous mind; but notwithstanding her unbelief, the mother love 
grasped at the straw. Taking the sheet of paper to Mr. Langdon, she asked him to  read it, 
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and as he read she said: “The laying on of  hands was a miracle in our Saviour's day; pray 
God to grant a miracle in this. Physicians, surgeons, education, science — all have failed 
us, all have proved  futile; hope itself is vanished.” 
 
An appointment was made with Dr. Newton for the next day. He came into the darkened 
room, and as he entered said, “Have light; throw up the curtains; open wide the 
windows,” Approaching the  bed, he bent over the pale face and the slight figure  lying 
there, murmuring a short prayer; then in low voice he said: “Daughter, be of good 
comfort, according to your faith be it unto you. I put my arms  about you and bid you sit 
up.” Earnest was the dissent of the watchers at the bedside. They told the danger, the 
pain, the long unconsciousness that had followed the experiment; the strict orders of the 
physicians that it must never be repeated. The low voice answered, “My arms are still 
about you; sit up.” Slowly, and with vague eyes the slender form obeyed. The girl who 
had lain helpless on that bed for two years sat erect and still. A few moments of unbroken 
silence passed, and then in the soundless room the voice was heard again. “My arm is still 
about you; lie down.” Naturally and quietly the body relaxed, the head sank to the white 
pillows. For a moment the strange Healer stood motionless, then bending over the bed 
said, “Sleep well to-night; to-morrow I will come.” And was gone  before any there were 
sufficiently aroused from their astonishment to intercept him.  
 
The next day the Healer again came to the bedside, and said to the sick girl, “Arise, put 
your foot to the floor and stand.” The following day, at the farthest end of the room, he 
placed a chair, asking the invalid to go to it. When she was seated, the Healer said: 
“Health and strength will now abide with you. Sickness and pain are banished.” Leaving 
the girl still sitting in the chair, the Healer went slowly from the room. Mr. Langdon, 
marvelling greatly, followed, saying: “What can I offer you that will induce you to stay 
and watch over my sick child?” The Healer, slowly turning, said: '''O thou of little faith, 
wherefore didst thou doubt?' I want neither gold nor silver. My sick and suffering call 
me, and I must go to do the work that waits for me to do.” 36 

 
As mentioned above, enterprising historians would later delve deeply into this case and unearth a 
great deal of information that casts a very different light on this whole case and Newton’s 
relationship to the “cure” of Langdon. Trombley added many important details in her book: 
 

Olivia finally completed her [water-cure] treatment and returned home to Elmira on June 
15, 1864. The next mention of Olivia in the Hooker correspondence comes four months 
later in a letter from Isabella to John; Isabella urges John, passing through Elmira on 
business, to “give my best love to Mrs. Gleason & the Langdon's - call & see Livy 
Langdon for me . . . try to make Mrs. Gleason come with you—” (Oct. 16, 1864, SDF). 
Evidently, Olivia had not completely recovered. 
 
On November 30, 1864, the faith healer Dr. James Rogers Newton entered the Langdon 
home and effected a cure. . . . 
 
 At the same time that Dr. Newton was curing the townspeople of Elmira, there were two 
other healers in temporary residence there. One, Dr. J. W. Stewart, took up an entire 
column in the Elmira newspaper to advertise his healing process. Dr. Stewart claimed he 
could ‘describe and locate Diseases merely by the patient’s coming into his presence’ and 
only needed to touch a patient for five to thirty minutes for the cure to take place. 
Another visiting healer was the exotic Dr. Neebin, “the great Chippewa Indian 
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Physician,” who treated patients “decked out in the full costume of his native tribe.” Dr. 
Neebin set up camp at the American Hotel in Elmira and planned on staying “For One 
Moon” (“Drs.,” Elmira Advertiser, Dec. 1, 1864). By comparison, Dr. Newton’s 
announcement was the epitome of understatement. Whereas Clemens claims that Dr. 
Newton’s appearance in Elmira was heralded several weeks in advance by “vast colored 
posters,” “spread upon . . . dead walls,” “along with his formidable portrait,” the only 
notice that appeared in the local Elmira newspaper consists of this modest line: “Doct. J. 
R. Newton will be at the Brainard House next Sunday to operate upon any of the afflicted 
that may call upon him” (Newton, Elmira Advertiser).” 
 
In The Modern Bethesda, or The Gift of Healing Restored (1879), Dr. Newton's 
biographer, J. R. Newton [sic, i.e., A. E. Newton], provides a brief mention of Olivia. Dr. 
Newton resided in Rochester and would travel to towns in the general area to heal the 
afflicted on weekends: 
 

One of these [cases] was at Elmira, N. Y., where Dr. N. went to treat 
Miss Libbie Langdon, whom he cured. . . . Dr. N. found her suffering 
with spinal disease; could not be raised to a sitting posture in her bed for 
over four years. She was almost like death itself. With one characteristic 
treatment he made her to cross the room with assistance, and in a few 
days the cure was complete. (294) 

 
Yet no miraculous cure had occurred here. What Dr. Newton presumably did was to 
convince Olivia to shake off the malaise which still lingered from her prolonged bed rest 
and instill in her the confidence to again become active. Olivia's physical healing had 
taken place in New York at the Institute; what Dr. Newton completed was the 
psychological healing necessary to persuade Olivia that she was no longer an invalid and 
could again, after a period of four years, resume a normal life. Clemens's account of the 
healing would lead one to think that as quickly as he swept in, Dr. Newton mysteriously 
departed the scene, but this was not the case: Mrs. Langdon corresponded with Dr. 
Newton for two and a half years after his visit, and he returned to talk to Olivia again on 
June 3, 1865. 
 
Over a period of one year and thee months (January 30, 1865 to April 28, 1866) Olivia's 
mother poignantly records in her diary her daughter's valiant struggle to regain her health: 
“Livia bore her weight alone on her crutches.” (January 30, 1865); '”This morning Livia 
breakfasted with the family. The first time she has done so in three years.” (February 11, 
1865); '”This afternoon we moved Livia’s bed into the sitting room, + took possession of 
our old room again” (June 24, 1865); “Livia went to Mr. Spauldings to tea yesterday for 
the first time in about six years” (April 5, 1866); “Livia moved upstairs today” (April 10, 
1866); “Yesterday Livia got out of her chair, walked to the bureau + back, + sat down 
again without help [.] It seems almost more than I can realise that my child can once 
more walk” (April 23, 1866); “Livia went to church this morning for the first time in 
more than 5 years” (April 29, 1866, MTM).”37 
 

Livia soon returned to her prior physician, the famous Charles Taylor, founder of the Movement 
Cure. She continued to make slow progress with him. 
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Kenneth Ober, in probably the best look at Clemens’ view of medicine and alternative healing 
methods, entitled Mark Twain and Medicine ‘Any Mummery Will Cure,’ has Chapter 11 devoted 
to this case, “Dr. Newton, the Quack.”38  
 
Historians looking at Newton these many years later need to temper the exuberant accounts of 
healing that came from Newton and his immediate supporters with the kind of scholarship shown 
above that illustrates how accounts of healing can be greatly exaggerated or even falsified. This 
is not meant to unduly discount the many testimonials collected by Newton, since as a general 
rule we have no reason to doubt the sincerity of those testifiers; however, historians always need 
to consider alternate possibilities. Were the healings of just psychosomatic conditions where 
simply changing the mind or expectation of the patient might be sufficient, or were the healings 
of conditions that were well outside of the rubric of the psychosomatic label? Those are 
questions that need to be considered for any healer mentioned in this book or elsewhere. 
 
In the above account by Trombley, it is important to point out the degree of competition that 
Newton had. In the relatively small town of Elmira, New York, the sick had the opportunity of 
seeking help that month from at least three non-medical healers: Dr. Newton, a Dr. Neebin, and a 
Dr. J. W. Stewart. The attempt to focus on any one healer in this era can, if one is not careful, 
inadvertently dismiss the vast number of somewhat similar healers that operated throughout the 
country. These healers were often called humbugs or mountebanks, and they did not all represent 
the same fixed ideology or conceptual framework for their healing work. Some would mix 
medical products with their non-medical healing work, some—such as Semantha Mettler, whom 
we will discuss later—said that the departed spirits provided the ability to heal. (In the case of 
Mettler, she said the spirits told her which medical concoctions to prescribe for a specific case, 
which in time allowed her to market a range of elixirs and patent medicines, again purportedly 
prescribed by the spirits—long before Lydia Pinkham created her patent medicine empire.) Some 
of the healers would heavily promote themselves, while others were merely local practitioners 
who made little promotional efforts. These healers were often called healing mediums, and one 
hardworking researcher was able to locate the names of over 110 healing mediums working 
around the country in 1880, and that list is certainly incomplete. 
 
In December, 1864, Newton traveled to Havana, Cuba, and took up residence there, at the home 
of a physician who offered him his house as an office. During his six-week stay, Newton 
reportedly saw hundreds of patients per week. From Cuba, Newton next traveled to New Orleans 
and Savannah, George for brief stays. 
 
It was at this time that James M. Buckley met Newton again and had much time to discuss his 
treatments, and Buckley, an orthodox traditionalist in all things Christian, was quick to point out 
what he said was Newton’s inability to heal his daughter of consumption. Here is how Buckley 
described it in 1886, which includes Newton’s interesting dismissal of his former assistant, 
turned healer, J. M. Bryant, as a fraud: 
 

About a year later, returning from New Orleans to Memphis, Tennessee, I found aboard 
the steamer Dr. Newton, who had just come from Havana. He told me that eight hundred 
persons had applied to him in that city in one day. On the same steamer was Dr. B—— of 
St. Louis, an aged physician who had been to Havana with a wealthy patient. I inquired 
of Dr. B—— and others whether such great numbers had visited Dr. Newton, and was 
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told that such was the report, that vast crowds had surrounded him from the day he 
arrived till he embarked, and that marvelous tales were told of the cures he performed. 
For several hours a day during four days I conversed with him about his career and 
principles. My conviction is that he believed in himself, and also that he would use every 
possible means to accomplish the end he had in view. He would glide from fanaticism 
into hypocrisy, then into fanaticism, and from that into common sense, with the rapidity 
of thought. He said he was influenced by spirits who told him what to say. He would use 
the name of Jesus Christ in what would seem a blasphemous manner; standing before an 
audience he would say, “I am now about to send shocks of vitality.” He would move his 
arms backward and forward and exclaim, “In the name of Jesus Christ, I order the 
diseases in the persons now present to disappear!” He would go to the paralytic or lame 
person and exclaim, “In the name of Jesus Christ, be healed of your infirmity.” When I 
mentioned having seen ‘Dr.’ Bryant, Dr. Newton instantly denounced him as an 
“unmitigated fraud who had no genuine healing power.” He claimed that he had cured 
Bryant of a malignant disease with which he had found him suffering in a hospital; that 
the said Bryant had acted as his amanuensis for some time, and then left him, and had 
since been acting in opposition to him. Knowing that the manipulations by Bryant had 
been followed by some wonderful results in Detroit, I said to Newton: 
 
“If Bryant be an unmitigated fraud, how do you account for the cures that he makes?” 
“Oh!” said the doctor, “they are caused by the faith of the people and the concentration of 
their minds upon his operations, with the expectation of being cured. Now,” said he, 
“nobody would go to see Bryant unless they had some faith that he might cure them, and 
when he begins his operations with great positiveness of manner, and when they see the 
crutches he has there, and hear the people testify that they have been cured, it produces a 
tremendous influence upon them; and then he gets them started in the way of exercising, 
and they do a good many things that they could not do; their appetites and spirits revive, 
and if toning them up can possibly reduce the disease tendency, many of them will get 
well.” 
 
Said I, “Doctor, pardon me, is not that a correct account of the manner in which you 
perform your wonderful works?” 
“Oh, no”, said he; “the difference between a genuine healer and a quack like Bryant is as 
wide as the poles.” 
To question him further upon this line would have put an end to the conversation sooner 
than I desired. . . .  
 
Dr. Newton had been to Havana with his daughter, very low with consumption. He was 
taking her back, doubtful if she should reach home alive. When I said, “Doctor, why 
could you not heal her?” he mournfully replied, “It seems as if we cannot always affect 
our own kindred!” 39 

 
I am only partially able to confirm this last account. Newton’s home was Newport, Rhode Island, 
and there is no record that he went “home” at this time. Back in 1860, in the national census, 
Newton had three daughters listed, and only one of them, Louisa, age 19 in 1860, was not listed 
as living at home in the 1870 census. However the 1880 census listed another daughter, Grace, 
then 32, still living at home—and as the census reported, she was disabled due to “Consumption 
of Lungs.” Grace was still very much alive fifteen years later, but her diagnosis matches the 
Buckley account.40 
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In March 1865 Newton made a trip to Chicago, where he took up residence and work at the 
Sherman House, and once again Newton was inundated with patients, including, according to 
Austin Hill, Cyrus McCormick, the inventor of the reaper.  The next stop a month later was 
Davenport, Iowa.   It was there that they learned the news of Abraham Lincoln’s assassination, 
and Hill recalled that “it was a long time before the Doctor could rally his energies for successful 
treatment.” 
 
From Davenport, they traveled to Springfield, Illinois, and stayed at the St. Nicholas Hotel. Hill 
pointed out that they were there as the Lincoln obsequies took place, which they were sure to 
take time to witness. Various state dignitaries visited Newton during his brief stay, but he moved 
on to Toledo, Ohio early in May, where took place, according to Hill, “some of the most 
wonderful cures ever witnessed since the days of the apostles.” 
 
During the summer, Newton evidently made side trips. It is recorded earlier that Newton visited 
Olivia Langdon in Elmira, New York, on June 3. Their next location is given in Austin Hill’s 
reminiscence: 
 

The next move we made, early in the fall or last of summer, was to Portland, Maine. We 
found quarters for business in “Casco Hall,” near the U.S. Hotel, Dr. N. stopping at the 
Preble House. 
 
We met many warm friends in Portland, and there was a large attendance at the Doctor's 
morning lectures, which always took place before the work of healing began. We had 
many interesting cases. The most wonderful were instantaneous cures, like that of a lad 
brought by Dr. Stone. This was of a most singular character. A boy, some fifteen or 
sixteen years of age, whom Dr. Stone had known from childhood, had both his feet 
turned in till his toes pointed nearly toward each other, presenting in his walk a great 
deformity, having to lift one foot over the other. He was not what is called ‘club footed,’ 
for his feet and toes were regular shape. Said Dr. Stone, “Can you do anything for this 
lad?” “Yes,” replied Dr. N. “come here, my lad.” Dr. N. then placed his arm over the 
boy’s shoulder , with his hand under the lad's opposite arm, and, placing his feet as nearly 
like the boy's as he could, said to him: “Now you do just as do. Squat down-down-down-
down further” (bearing quite heavily on the lad's shoulder at the same time). “Now turn 
out your toes!” Dr. N at the same moment turning out his toes. And, wonderful to relate, 
out went the lad's toes, but rather too far for a graceful walker. The lad lost his shambling 
gait, and afterward visited Dr. N. several times during our stay in Portland, erect and of 
handsome address as any lad. 
 
We were under great obligations to many friends while in Portland. 
 
We remained there several weeks, when Dr. N. concluded to make a visit to Columbus, 
Ohio, and thus close up the season which had thus far been the most interesting of any 
that we had passed together.”41 
 

The Portland Advertiser reported Newton’s visit to Portland (just a little more than a month after 
Phineas Quimby left Portland—it is not known if Newton knew of P. P. Quimby). The following 
comes from notes made by a Christian Scientist, John Thompson, who scoured the Portland 
newspapers and sent his findings to Alfred Farlow on May, 1, 1907. The first is an advertisement 
run by Newton on August 26, 1865 (and other days): 
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Dr. J. R. Newton. 

Will cure the sick in Portland, at Congress Hall, Clapp’s Block, daily, for four weeks, 
beginning Tuesday, August 22nd at 9 A.M. Cures in the most cases instantaneous.  
 
A cordial invitation to all who are not able to pay. ‘Without money and without price.’  
 
No medicine given, no pain caused, but relief from pain from any sickness or cause, 
certain in a few minutes. 

 
Newton also ran a similar advertisement in the Portland Daily Press, August 19, of that year 
except that this advertisement said that he would cure the sick “daily for five weeks, . . .”42 
 
The Advertiser ran the following gushing report on August 24: 
 

Invalids will notice by an advertisement in another column that Dr. J. R. Newton, whose 
wonderful gift of healing all the diseases incident to suffering humanity, attracts crowds 
of sufferers wherever he goes. He will publicly explain his peculiar power next Sunday at 
Congress Hall, and at the same time will heal all the sick who may come, ‘without money 
and without price.’ Since Dr. N. has been here he has performed cures so wonderful as to 
seem miraculous to his grateful patients. The blind are made to see, the lame to walk 
almost instantaneously. 

 
The Advertiser concluded with this comment on August 30: “Dr. Newton. The doctor is creating 
no little excitement by his many cures, which if we are to believe half the cases reported, are 
miraculous.” The Portland Daily Eastern Argus, August 25, 1865, ran an equally laudatory news 
piece on Newton’s stay in Portland, with the ending admonition: “Go and see him, judging of his 
merits for yourselves.” 
 
From Portland, Newton moved to Columbus, Ohio, in Ohio, and the following is a testimonial 
that appeared in the Banner of Light: 
 

From a letter in the Banner of Light, from New Orleans:— 
 
“The recent flying visit of Dr. J. R. Newton to this city reminds me of a duty I owe him 
and the world: to make a statement of the benefits conferred by him upon myself and 
others within my observation. 
 
My sight began to fail in 1859. In October, 1865, it was so far gone that I was unable to 
see any person at ten feet distance, except as a shapeless shadow. Cataract on both eyes. I 
was recommended by Madam Pickenfaus, of Indiana, to apply to Dr. Newton for relief. I 
started for Columbus, Ohio[.] On the way I found Mr. William Gaines, of Arkansas, 
totally blind, on his way to Philadelphia, to have surgical operations performed on his 
eyes. I persuaded him to go with me. We both called at Dr. Newton's rooms at Columbus, 
Ohio, on the 22d of October, 1865, where Dr. Newton operated on us. I was benefited 
immediately, and in the course of ten days so far relieved that I was able to attend to my 
usual business, and am now able to read small print with facility, Mr. Gaines was enabled 
to see the railroad depot, two hundred yards distant, and to walk to it without assistance. 
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While we were at Dr. Newton's rooms a crippled colonel of the United States Army 
came, with the arm and leg of one side distorted and useless. He was an unbeliever in the 
power of Dr Newton, or any human means of relief. He said that he came there only to 
gratify his wife Dr. Newton operated on his arm, then on his leg, with perfect success. 
The colonel put on his coat with ease, which he said he had not been able to do during the 
two previous years, and walked away as well as any other person. 
 
Isaac Wright, . . .”43 

 
In a paean of praise to Newton’s charitableness, given below, Hill points out the variableness of 
Newton’s healing ability, as in one case he immediately determines that he cannot help the 
patient while in the second case he predicts the time that the man will be able to see (in a similar 
fashion to some earlier cures where he predicted a future healing with exact precision): 
 

The longer I remained with Dr. Newton, the more brightly shone his great benevolence of 
character. Many were the days that, when evening came, he had given away in charity 
more than I had taken. I now recollect one day in particular, when we were in Rochester, 
N. Y. The day had been unpleasant and wet. An old colored man came hobbling in on 
crutches, all drawn out of shape by rheumatism, all the joints of his fingers anchylosed. 
The Doctor said to him: 
 
“Well, my old friend, you are in a sad state.” 
 
“Yes, Massa.” 
 
“I can't do much for you, but here is ten dollars, and God bless you!” 
 
With tears streaming down his wrinkled face the old man hobbled away on his crutch and 
cane. When evening came, I went to the Doctor's room. “Well, Mr. Hill, how much to-
day?” 
 
“Sixty-five dollars,” was my reply. 
 
“Well,” said Dr. N., “I guess I'm in debt then. Let me see,” and calling over the cases of 
charity, the old colored man with the rest, he found that he had paid out seventy dollars 
that day—five dollars more than I had received. Said I, “You will not get rich very fast at 
that rate.” “Never mind; ‘cast your bread upon the waters,’” was his reply. I never heard 
him refer to the subject afterward. 
 
I cannot recall the name of the Mississippi pilot who came to the Neil House, blind as a 
mole, led by a gentleman, and after treatment, Dr. N. said to him, “Before you reach the 
depot, you will see to read the signs across the street.” This was verified, and Dr. N. 
received a letter written by the patient saying that he could see nearly as well as ever, and 
believed he would soon be able to return to duty.44 
 

The next stop was New York City. While there, on May 13, Newton gave a public address on 
what Newton called “healing the sick by touch, will-power, or the laying on of hands,”45 which 
was duly reported in the Banner of Light. Here are selected comments of his in Modern 
Bethesda, which highlight his belief in magnetism and spiritualism as critical components of 
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healing—and he interestingly comments on his lesser ability to heal organic disease, at least 
immediately. 
 

There is a latent power of magnetic life in all. Some have it to greater and some to a less 
extent. . . . In the first place, the fundamental principles are the same that Christ taught—" 
Love your neighbor. Do unto others as you would have them do unto you." And. as he 
says, if you believe on me, the works I do shall ye do also. Preachers that teach and 
practice what they teach are few, or else they would heal the sick, as did Jesus and the 
Apostles. It seems to me to be the highest calling and duty of the clergy to lay hands on 
the sick and heal them, and their want of practical faith is the reason they do not do it. 
Now if persons desire me to heal them, and come freely, of their own will, I am certain to 
heal them, if they have a curable disease; but if they are brought, or do not desire to 
come, I might not perhaps succeed, though I have sometimes done so. A person should 
come voluntarily. “Ask and ye shall receive; seek and ye shall find.” Having a strong 
will-power, I feel that the power of God is with me. Each one is an emanation from the 
Divine Father; and knowing this, and that the spirit of God abideth within us, I endeavor 
to live such a life as to have confidence in myself, and I have the evidence that when I 
speak to an assembly I carry that magnetic force and principle with the words I speak, so 
that each one shall feel in the recesses of his individual soul that I practice what I teach. . 
. . The man must have faith in himself and his powers to have this controlling influence.; 
and whoever has this faith, real and true faith, can control a nation with their individual 
forces. This is the power by which Napoleon and other heroes have controlled nations. 
With this faith in perfection one may say to the mountain, "Be thou removed into the 
sea!" and it shall obey. Not that it may, but it shall. This magnetic power—if anyone has 
it to a great extent—all present shall feel its influence and effect; not only those present, 
but the city in which he is, and not the country only but the universe itself feels the 
influence and power of one good man or magnetizer. Know ye not that God is within 
you, and that the internal or soul of man is God manifest in the flesh? 

 
You may have all the religion in the world, and without good works it is nothing; . . . I 
heal a great deal by the garments of the sick which are brought to me, by the magnetic 
influence that attaches to them, and also by the influence of persons coming from their 
sick friends at a distance. I say I heal, but it is not me; it is the Father that dwelleth in me; 
and he dwelleth in you just the same as in me. . . .  This magnetism of love passing from 
one to another is an influence that is felt by susceptible persons. . . . 
 
The process of healing by touch of garment I will try to explain. I will say in the outset 
that I never receive pay for healing in this way, as it might he a check on the faith; for the 
person, and his or her faith in coming, constitutes the medium through which I cure. I 
sometimes take a garment and say, “There is nothing the matter with this person; that is 
sent to me for a test;” or “That person is cured from this hour;” “This one was born lame; 
I can do nothing.” And then I take another garment in my hands and say, “Do you know 
this person?” “Yes.” “He will be instantly healed.” I must feel that the power of God is 
with me. Where there is good hope and great faith I say, “Your daughter is healed from 
this time.” 

 
I feel and eliminate a shock, just as real and as powerful as that produced by a galvanic 
battery. * * * [sic] Any person that is sitting here may be a medium through which the 
higher power operates. I hold that the purer the life the better the healer will be. For 
instance, I believe I am controlled by guardian and controlling spirits, and that they 
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possess the power to heal through me. And just as I live, in principle and truth, by just 
such powers shall I be controlled; the better life I live, day after day, the better the 
angels from the celestial spheres can come and operate to heal the sick. And if we live a 
debased of low life, low or unprogressed spirits only can control us. You cannot get pure 
water from a dirty fountain; to get clear water the fountain must first be pure. By 
throwing the will-force determinedly on the individual through the third person or 
garment, as a medium, the influence is thus imparted to' the patient, though distant, and 
the sick one is healed. 

 
I will mention an instance. A child of Mrs. Samuel Hopper, of Columbus, Ohio, said to 
have water on the brain, apparently unconscious and paralyzed; had lain in this state three 
months; had to be fed with a tea-spoon; had no power or motion with its limbs. The 
mother brought a garment of the child; I took the garment and said, “Go home, woman, 
your child is well.” She went home and found the child healed. She afterward brought 
this child to my rooms, well. . . . 

 
A healer should be a person of great faith, great energy; sympathetic and kind; a man 
who is true to himself; a muscular man, with a fixed, positive and determined will. A 
healer possessing a good share of these qualifications will be successful. . .   
 
I have been instrumental in curing more than one hundred and fifty thousand people. I 
say this not in egotism, but to prove that the power of God is still with us to heal the sick 
and suffering, the same as it was eighteen hundred years ago. Healing power is inherent 
in everyone; and if you feel that you have that power, and that the Spirit of God is in you, 
you can go to work and heal the sick as I do. . . .  
 
Each one of you can sit down and think of a friend or foe, with kind thoughts and good 
will, and desire to do them good, and you will do them good and make them happy, or by 
thinking ill of them, make them unhappy. Each one of you has the power to throw off a 
bad magnetism of anger, hatred or revenge. Do not do this, for whatever you sow that 
shall you also reap; for these influences will all come back to you again with twofold 
bitterness. You may make persons almost frantic with grief; but let me warn you not to 
do it. If you sow to the flesh you shall reap corruption; but sow kindness, love, good will 
to all the human race; it shall be health and happiness to those that give, as well as those 
that receive. I would not dare to have a bad thought or feel evil-disposed toward anyone. 
We should believe that all persons do about the best they know how: it is only their 
spiritual darkness that make men think and do evil. 

 
If there is anyone here that wishes to be a healing medium, let him go to the sick and feel 
a good faith, with a strong, positive will-force, feel that all are your brothers, sisters and 
children, and they will be healed by the touch; when conditions are right they will lie 
cured. This is the power that Jesus taught; all is subject to your will, all is yours. I can 
heal any one in this room just as well without touching as with (if it is not an organic 
disease). Sometimes I must come in contact with the patient, and at others it can be done 
by will alone. 

 
If a person comes and says it will take nine operations for you to cure me, it will take 
nine; but if you say, “I will be cured by the touch of the hem of your garment,” it will be 
so. I have felt the influence pass from me by a simple touch, while the person was cured. 
* * * [sic] 
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If after working on a sick person, I should say, “Don't you feel a little better?” in a mild 
and negative way, why, I should never cure any one; for asking such a question would 
imply a negative condition. I produce this shock, and say “Get up; arise on your feet,” in 
a loud determined manner, which is sometimes startling. 
 
I cured Mrs. Campell, in New Haven, Ct. She had not been able to walk for thirty-two 
years. After working for a few minutes, I told her to arise and stand upon her feet. She 
said, “I cannot.” I said, “How dare you say that? Get up;” and  in a few minutes she 
walked freely, alone—a well woman. She said she thought me the ugliest man she ever 
saw; but she afterward apologized for it with grateful thanks. It was my positive force 
that controlled her and her disease.46 

 
When Newton decided to move on, after six months, one undated local newspaper47 recorded 
that he had treated “upward of forty thousand cases” while there. Hill points out that while in 
New York City, Newton was visited by such notables as Horace Greeley and General Fremont. 
Newton stayed in New York City until October, with only a two-week vacation in September. 
(Hill left him at this point, to return to him in Boston in April, 1867.) A.E. Newton records a trip 
to Buffalo early in a September, but the year is not given48 ; it is possible that Newton traveled to 
Buffalo during his two-week “vacation.” 
 
The correspondent for the Banner of Light recorded (November 18,1866) Newton’s return home 
in mid-November, 1866.49 
 

Dr. Newton returned to Newport last week, and procured a large house for an infirmary, 
and during the week was busily engaged in healing. The sick and lame came by 
hundreds; and Wednesday, I think, six hundred and seventy were landed by a single train, 
leaving hundreds at stations by the way who were unable to find room in the cars. A 
gentleman who was in Newport at the time, said he was people who went into the 
Doctor’s rooms on crutches come away without them, and run down Thames street with 
youthful agility. 

 
A correspondent at this time recorded a cure by Newton based on simply touching a lock of the 
patient’s hair: 
 

An autograph letter to Dr. J. R. Newton, which I now hold in my hand, dated Danbury, 
Conn., May 18th, 1866, states that the writer of the letter, Isaiah Nutt, called on the 
Doctor with a lock of his son’s hair, who had been kicked on the 11th inst., on the head, 
by a horse. The boy “could not hold his head up, but it leaned over back as if his neck 
was out of joint.” The Doctor placed the lock of hair on Mr. Nutt’s hand and held it with 
his and said: “The child is healed from this moment.” “On arriving home I found,” 
continues Mr. N., “that the child was at the time asleep, and on waking carried his head 
erect, verifying your words.”50 

 
The correspondent, one Thomas R. Hazard, went on to explain, evidently through direct contact 
with Newton, how he cured from the distance using magnetized items: 
 

In making cures at a distance through the medium of locks of hair or some article 
impregnated with the magnetism of the diseased person, the Doctor says it is 
indispensible that there should be faith on one side or the other, and that in willing the 
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cure he “feels and eliminates a shock just as much and as powerful as that from a 
galvanic battery;” as for instance, recently, Charles Schroeder, of New Brunswick, in 
New Jersey, brought to the Doctor a coat of his little boy, aged 12, then suffering with an 
ossified spine and stiff neck.- The child was instantly cured and felt the shock in New 
Jersey, at the same instant that the Dr. willed him cured in New York. . . . 

 
It is related in 9th chap. Matthew, that “they brought to Jesus a man sick of the palsy, 
lying on a bed.” Jesus seeing their faith, after some preliminary discourse said “to the 
sick of the palsy, arise, take up thy bed, and go unto thine house, and he arose and 
departed to his house.” 
 
A Mrs. Hopkins confirmed the following statement before a large assemblage in New 
York. Mrs. Hopkins was paralyzed from her waist down. She was moved around in a 
chair on wheels for six years, and was a subject that the doctors had performed many 
experiments upon, especially “moxa;” that is, burning her back from her neck down its 
entire length, with hammers heated nearly red hot, applied to the bare flesh. She was 
brought to Dr. Newton’s rooms in Philadelphia in the arms of her brother. He worked on 
her about ten minutes, and then speaking in a decided tone, as “one having authority” 
(which seems to be part of magnetic healing), said, “Get up! Up with you!” And in ten 
minutes she walked around, and in fifteen she ran up and down stairs perfectly cured. At 
the time the above facts were detailed Mrs. Hopkins stood up by request before the 
audience, the picture of health.51 
 

Newton gave a lecture at Remington Hall in Providence on April 25, 1867, with an estimated 
2,000 in attendance. A few days later he lectured at Pratt’s Hall to a large gathering. There as 
recorded by a Fred Willis, M.D., acting as reporter for the Banner of Light, Newton “asserted 
that it [his healing power] was no exceptional gift; that he shared it in common with humanity; 
that the power by means of which the cures were wrought, was latent in every human soul; that it 
was magnetism, the great power of life, flowing from God through all created things; that the 
only conditions requisite for any man, whereby he may be enabled to work as marvelous cures as 
were ever accomplished, were a pure, healthy organism and a kind, loving heart.”52 

 
A reporter at this time for the Providence Press attempted to explain Newton’s means and 
explanation for his healing power and the limits of that power:  

 
The agency he [Newton] called magnetism, for want of a better term. It might 
appropriately be called the life force, for it was the propelling power of the system. I 
could be imparted and received. It might be supposed he felt exhausted; but though he 
worked hard sometimes, and hundreds consecutively passed under his hands, he retained 
his strength and power. While he was healing, his own system was generating power 
constantly, and the audience was a reservoir in addition, from which he was constantly 
receiving magnetism. In certain classes of diseases, deafness especially, he was enabled 
to be more successful, and was surer of performing a cure in a public audience than in his 
own private rooms. He possessed more power, and could concentrate a greater charge of 
vital force. It may be well to say here that there are three diseases which the Doctor 
considers to be somewhat exceptional—palsy, deafness, and consumption in it advance 
stages. These are attended so often by distinct organic derangements that they are beyond 
a curative state.53  
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Dr. Newton said there were three species of magnetism, animal, vegetable and mineral. 
The first was the special curative agency, because it was subject to the human will. It 
could be controlled and directed by the use of strong will-power. But this will-power 
must be excised in love. It must act in conjunction with the fundamental principles 
enunciated by Christ—Love your neighbor—Do unto others as you would that they 
should do unto you. If this was true eighteen hundred years ago, it is no less true to-day. 
The healer must be humble and child-like, be imbued with the love principle, and make 
of himself a temple worthy for indwelling of angelic and divine powers. Did we all 
permit the Father to dwell in us, did we recognize our common brotherhood, and did we 
realize how we are spiritually connected, the magnetism of love would fill us all, and we 
should have a foretaste of Heaven upon earth. 
 
Personal contact is not necessary for healing, but it may be done through garments or 
through a friend. But there is one condition, there must be faith on one side or the other. 
If the person who comes to be healed, or the friend through whom the healing is to be 
done, comes freely of his or her own will, with an earnest desire to receive the blessing, 
the case, if curable, will be reached. If persons are brought or do not desire to come, it is 
but seldom they can be reached, though sometimes they are. 
 
Under these conditions healing must be performed. If a person is to be cured at a 
distance, the individual who brings the garment, or if not bringing a garment, the person 
through whom the healing power is to be transmitted, must concentrate his or her mind 
on the person to be healed. This concentrated mind completes the circuit, and a shock 
may be transmitted which will be sensibly felt by the one who is sick, and he or she will 
be cured or begin to mend from that moment. The magnetism passes and returns, in a 
manner analagous [sic] to telegraphing. The human mind for the time being becomes a 
conductor. . . . 
 
Dr. Newton then said he would throw his power upon the audience and cure those 
suffering from acute pains. He requested such to rise, and probably fifty stood up. He 
then, on the platform, put his hands together, drawing them towards his breast, then 
suddenly threw them outward and said, “you are cured.” He then requested those whose 
pains were cured to sit down. All but one lady did so, and after one or two movements of 
his hands as before, she sat down, declaring herself relieved. A remarkable fact was 
observed as the Doctor threw out his hands in the first instance. There was a sharp 
detonation, similar to the crack of a percussion cap when it is struck. It was distinctly 
heard by hundreds. The Doctor told us last evening that it was the first occurrence of the 
kind in his practice.54 

 
Newton’s stay in Boston in 1867 included a side trips to Salem and Chelsea, Massachusetts, and 
Portland, Maine. After six months in Massachusetts, Newton and Hill went their separate ways 
after five years (with no apparent discord), and Newton continued on later to Montreal, Canada, 
and Detroit. 
 
Hill wrote of Newton’s healing ability this way, 
 

As to Dr. Newton's power in healing, it always was to me an unfathomed mystery. Every 
day brought something new and strange—as strange to me as it could be to the patient. 
Yet the effect seemed to be expected by the Doctor. When questioned by men of 
skeptical character, he would reply, “What says the Great Teacher? ‘Verily, verily, I say 
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unto you, he that lives as I live, the works that I do shall he do also, and greater works.’ 
What! greater works than the Great Master? Did not He raise the dead? How are his 
followers to do greater things than He did? Yes! we may, if we live as Jesus lived.” This 
would always silence the bigot, but the liberal soul would see the point and strength of 
the argument. The fool and the bigot may sneer, but they cannot answer. You will seldom 
find a New Testament that showed greater marks of study, from Matthew to Revelation, 
than the copy used by Dr. Newton.55 

 
Newton responded favorably to a request from citizens in Utica, New York, on October 8, 1867, 
saying he would be in Utica from October 20 through November 14. Evidently from Utica 
Newton made a trip to Syracuse, based on a testimonial letter from one Henry Viner, who made 
the trip from Ohio to Syracuse. Here is how A. E. Newton described it, 
 

A marked instance of this power occurred through the agency of Henry Viner, Esq., of 
Gallipolis, Ohio. He came to Dr. Newton at Syracuse, N.Y., bringing with him a carpet-
bag full of garments from many persons desiring to be healed. These the Doctor took, and 
treated the owner of each separately. When this was done, Mr. Viner said, “I have 
another sick friend, a Doctor Elliott, but nothing belonging to him. His case is 
consumption. I am afraid that you can do nothing for him.” “Yes, I can. I can cure him,” 
said Dr. N., and taking Mr. V.’s hand, he said, “I give him a powerful shock, and with it 
his disease will be instantly cured; he is now walking in the street, and will be fully 
conscious of the cure. He will see a hand as plainly as I now see my own (outstretched), 
and think he has seen a vision.” Some ten days after a letter was received from Mr. Viner, 
from which the following extract is made:— 

 
“GALLIPOLIS, Oct. 3d, 1861. 

"MY DEAR SIR,—I take pleasure in informing you that I arrived home well and found 
my wife much better. She cannot express her thanks and joy for your kind relief, I went 
to see the colored woman and found her cured. All the rest are cured, or much benefited. I 
also have seen Dr. Elliott. He saw the hand while walking in the street, He knew that he 
was cured, and thought it a heavenly vision. This was at the same moment that you 
operated on him through me; and the vision and cure were noised through the town 
before I reached home. We all thank God for your power, and you for your kind effort to 
cure us, for our hopes are more than realized. 
Respectfully yours, 

HENRY VINER.”56 
 
A.E. Newton is not always clear on the chronology of his account. By May, 1868, Newton was 
back home in Newport, where he treated an Englishman, Rev. Frederick R. Young, who wrote a 
lengthy and detailed account of his trip to America, dated August 5, 1868, which he published 
upon his return in the North Wilts Herald in Swindon, England. Young wrote in part:57 
 

Friday, May 22, of the present year [1868] will forever remain one of the most 
memorable days of my life. It was on that day, when the sun was shining brightly and 
bathing the dear old world with its blessed light and heat, that I arrived at Newport, 
Rhode Island, by one of the river steamers, and first came under the healing powers of 
Dr. James Rogers Newton, a name almost as well known in America as that of Abraham 
Lincoln. I had heard of this great medium through the pages of the “Spiritual Magazine,” 
Mr. and Mrs. William Howitt, and Mr. Benjamin Coleman, of Norwood, and was 
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assured, especially by these friends, that if I placed myself in Dr. Newton’s hands, I 
should be speedily and radically cured of the neuralgic affection of my head, from which 
I had been suffering since 1857. The accounts of this remarkable man which had come 
under my notice had been so astonishing, and so very much resembled the accounts we 
have in the four Gospels of the miracles of our Lord, that it was not until I had become a 
little more familiar with some of the facts and phenomena of modern spiritualism that I 
came to have an assured faith in the power of Dr. Newton to remove my disease. . . . 
[Young traveled to Newport from England and arrived Newton’s house] The Doctor’s 
residence is a spending old house, built entirely of brick, and having connected with it 
many associations of the war of the Revolution. . . . The moment the Doctor and I met, I 
found in his benevolent face and simple kindly manner the human image of the outside 
sunshine, and but few words had been spoken before I was convince that the errand upon 
which I had come would be fulfilled. I was about to give him, as was perfectly natural, a 
detailed outline of my affliction, when he stopped me at once by saying that “after I had 
been cured he would be very glad to listen to anything I might desire to say, but that my 
cure was the first thing to be attended to.” He then poured several gallons of very hot 
water upon my head. After my head had been dried with coarse towels, I was made to sit 
upon a movable seat, similar to a music stool, the Doctor standing behind me and placing 
my head against his chest, with his two hands crossed upon my forehead. In this position 
he moved my head in various directions, until suddenly we both heard a clicking noise, 
issuing, as it seemed to me, from the top of my spine. At once the Doctor cried out, “You 
hear that: it is sign that you will be cured, for the disturbance of the nerve current has 
been removed.” He then faced me, and taking my hands in his, he lifted our four hands 
towards Heaven, and, looking me hard in the eyes, said, “Look at me. In the name of 
God, our Heavenly Father, and of the dear Lord Jesus Christ, the great healer, I bid this 
disease depart from this dear suffering brother, and never more afflict him. It is gone, it is 
gone, it is gone forever, my brother; you are cured; rise up on your feet.” At that instant I 
felt a strong current of new life flowing into and through every part of my body, and I 
was conscious that I had entered upon an altogether new phase of existence. From that 
day to the present hour I have been entirely free from my old pain, and have felt as well 
as it is possible for any human being to feel. . . .  
 
[Newton] tells me that he has cured something like a quarter of a million people, and that 
he would have cured as many more if as many more had exercised the power of faith in 
God. . . . In my own case he steadily refused to receive any remuneration, although I had 
offered him a hundred dollar bill, and I saw him act in the like manner towards several 
other patients. . . . Dr. Newton asked me if I had faith in his power to cure me, and my 
reply was that I had come 3,000 miles to see him, and could give him no better answer to 
his question. No doubt faith in the patient has very much to do with the patient’s cure. 

 
The next chronological reference is a testimonial from Indianapolis in November, 1868.58 
 
By May, 1869, Newton was back home, where he was visited by a resident of Calcutta, India, 
Arthur Whitten, who wrote of this visit in a book the following year, entitled, Notes of a Tour in 
America and Canada, during May, June and July, 1869. (No copy of this obscure book, printed 
in India, has been found.) A.E. Newton reproduced selected section in his book.59 Whitten also 
gave a detailed and interesting account of his visit: 
 

Friday, May 14th.— We drove this morning to see Dr. Newton and his patients “at 
home.” The house is situated in a quiet street, and is approached by a flight of stone 
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steps; leading from the entrance hall are the patients’ waiting room and secretary’s office. 
When we arrived, at eleven o’clock, there were thirty or forty persons awaiting his or her 
turn to come under the Doctor’s hands. We were conducted to the next floor above, took 
our seats to watch the proceedings. The patients were brought up by the secretary, three 
or four at a time; when cured, a bell was rung, and others came in. Each patient was 
received with kindly words and gentleness of manner. With very few exceptions, they 
were all as perfect strangers to Dr. Newton as to us. They had come far, even from the 
Southern States, to be treated. There had been no communication between them 
beforehand; the Doctor knew nothing of them or their ailing until placed before him as 
we saw them. In some cases, he would ask the nature of their complaints, and put leading 
questions as to their sufferings, manner of living, occupation, etc. But not infrequently he 
would say, “You need not tell me what is the matter with you; I know perfectly well.” If 
the case was one of lung disease, he examined the heart and lungs; and, by means of a 
short tube, a magnetic current was breathed through their bodies to the point indicated by 
the Doctor’s finger, the current being diverted at will from one lung to the other. The 
effect was described as being like a burning fluid passing through the heart and lungs. 
Then they were made to raise their arms, to “squat right down”—to use the Doctor’s own 
words—and rise again. Then he would throw upon them the magnetic current from his 
own body, and in the name of God command the disease to depart. . . . 
 
Saturday, May 15th.— There was the usual crowd of patients—some with paralyzed 
arms, hands or feet, some deaf, some suffering with tumor, catarrh, rheumatism, lung 
disease, cancer and others perfect cripples. On one woman with a swollen leg, the veins  
black and the skin of the foot ready to burst, a cure was effected in five minutes. She was 
helped up stairs, being unable to walk alone. She could not bend her toes or ankle-joints; 
and in less time than it takes to record this, she was made to walk about the room and run 
down stairs like a young girl. Her face was radiant with delight. No medicine, no hot 
water or any agent whatever was applied besides the doctor’s hands. The thing was done 
without pain, too, and instantly. So with a young girl who had a tumor on her neck from 
which she had suffered for years. By a few strokes of his hand the swelling disappeared 
like magic, and the girl was perfectly cured. I have the names and addresses of all the 
persons whose cases are referred to; . . . 
 

A.E. Newton wrote of Dr. Newton’s connection to spiritualism in his work, 
 

Dr. Newton has always believed, and has often avowed the conviction—as, for example, 
his public address in New York, already quoted—that he is attended and assisted in his 
wonderful healing operations by hosts of invisible angels or spirits, who, moved with the 
“good-will to men,” make him the instrument by which it is dispensed. Recognizing the 
curative power to be “of God,” and the same nature as that exercised by Jesus and His 
Apostles, he believes it to be conferred upon him in part through the agency of 
“ministering spirits.” Naturally, he has been most readily welcomed, believed in, and co-
operated with, by that class of the community known as modern Spiritualists.60 
 

A.E. Newton attempted to explain why the healing power came from the spirits and why that 
should not be considered inimical to Christians,  
 

It may still be urged, that, “If this healing power is from God, as Dr. Newton has claimed, 
then it cannot be from spirits, and has nothing to do with Spiritualism. Or, of from spirits, 
then it is not of God.” 
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To this it may be replied, that the term God, in its best and broadest sense, must include 
in its meaning the all-pervading Life-Force or Spiritual Energy of the universe. Any 
conception of God less than this is surely not worthy to be cherished by intelligent 
Christians to-day. Some unusual measure of this subtle energy or Life-Force (by 
whatever name it may be called) appears to be concentrated in or ministered through the 
organism of the gifted healer. This is proved by the results in overcoming disease. 
Invisible beings (angels or ministering spirits) may, for aught any of us know, be the 
agents by whom this energy is supplied to the healer, or, in some cases, directly to the 
sufferer. Many healers, like Dr. Newton, are made, conscious, through their own 
quickened perceptions, that this is the fact in their cases. (See Dr. N.’s testimony in point 
in Chapter IX, and again Chapter XV.) Others, perhaps, may be unconscious of such 
angelic aid, and hence may conceive the power they impart to be wholly from and of 
themselves. But this unconsciousness does not invalidate the positive consciousness of 
others. [Here a footnote is added: “No doubt some amount of healing influence 
(commonly term ‘magnetism’ or ‘mesmerism’) may be imparted from any healthy, 
kindly-disposed and rightly-adapted person to one who is diseased, without the special 
intervention of invisible beings. But when such a volume of curative energy is dispensed, 
with no sense of exhaustion, as in the case of noted healers, there is evidence of a source 
beyond themselves. In Chap. XVII. (last selection) will be found the testimony of an 
experienced mesmerist bearing on this point.]”61 
 

Dr. Newton spoke of the relation of spiritualism to his healing, 
 

“While I was practicing In Columbus, Ohio,” says Dr. N., “one Sunday morning, as my 
secretary and myself were sitting alone, a young man came in, and asked me if I could 
cure catarrh. I told him I could, and bade him come to me, when I placed my hand upon 
his head, and, with closed eyes, manipulated for the catarrh a moment. Then I said, 'you 
are all right; your catarrh has left you.’ ‘I wish you would do that again,' said he; ‘I feel 
so much better.' I repeated the treatment, and he was cured. 
 
Said I, “Now I will tell you what I have seen. The first time I touched you, I saw a spirit, 
like a shadow, about five feet ten in height, standing at your side, with his hand up on his 
head. The second time, I saw the same spirit standing at a desk, showing me he was a 
schoolmaster. He seemed to wish me to say to you he was the cause of all your 
troubles—that he had struck you on the head with a ruler while partially intoxicated, and 
is very glad to have this opportunity to ask your forgiveness. Do you forgive him.” 
“Yes,” said he, “all that you have said is true. I was struck on the head with a ruler, and 
lay thirteen days insensible, and afterward had this discharge from my head. But I did not 
know the man was dead.” I assured him that this was the fact, but told him (for his own 
satisfaction) to ascertain for himself. The following week he came again to my rooms, 
and said he had just heard through his father that his former teacher had been dead six 
months.”62 
 

In April, 1870, Newton headed back to England. He was met by a delegation of spiritualists and 
like-minded individuals. A reception was held on May 12 for him, and there was not room 
enough to seat everyone who wanted to attend it. A.E. Newton goes into great detail in how Dr. 
Newton was feted and cures that he effected in England while he was there. 
 
Newton issued the following circular in London: 
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Dr. J. R. Newton, will heal the sick poor daily, at The Rev. Dr. Burns's Church, New 
Church Street Chapel, Edgware Road, on and after Monday, June 27, from ten till twelve, 
noon. Dr. Newton has the 'gift of healing' by touch, or even by the touch of the garments 
of the sick, all of which is done by natural law. He does not pretend, and never has 
professed, to work miracles; but he does affirm that his power is of God. If not even a 
sparrow falls to the ground without our Father, surely the healing of the sick can be done 
by none other than His power. “In Him we live and move and have our being.” 
Residence—No. 34, Upper Park Road, Haverstock Hill. Hours from two p.m. till six 
p.m.63 

 
The following article appeared in the press which included important statements on Newton’s 
healing methodology, and the limits of his abilities, compared to exaggerated stories of his 
healings then in press (emphasized in bold): 
 

DR. NEWTON  IN LONDON. 
 

During the week Dr. Newton has healed publicly every morning in Dr. Burns's Chapel, 
New Church Street, Edgware Road. Many striking cures have been performed, some of 
which will be reported in due course. Some annoyance and disturbance was created by 
the enemies of Christianity who brought obloquy on that time-honored religion by 
opprobrious act committed in its name. The conduct of such men is useful, as it makes 
the tenets and behavior of Spiritualists appear to advantage when contrasted with it. As in 
the olden time, healing by spirit power would have but little virtue in it, if it did not 
arouse the ire of the scribes and pharisees. Neither Dr. Newton nor any of his friends 
have ever professed that he could work “miracles.” Dr. Newton declares continually 
that he performs his cures by the exercise of natural law; and a circular is distributed 
to that effect, a copy of which we printed last week. Notwithstanding these facts, the 
newspapers continue to apply the term “miracle-monger” to the doctor for the purpose of 
having an excuse to immerse their fingers in the congenial din with which they delight to 
bespatter the object of their insane aversions. A most untruthful and irrational account 
of a case of blindness which Dr. Newton with characteristic honesty declared he 
could not cure because the organs of sight were destroyed, is given by the daily 
press. The father insisted that as Dr. Newton considered himself “greater than our Lord,” 
he ought to cure all cases as Jesus did so, and as he persisted to abuse the Doctor, he had 
to be removed from the chapel. The results of this affray are distorted in a ridiculous 
manner by the papers. It is a melancholy fact that writers for the press cannot tell the 
truth, if to do the contrary will please their masters the ignorant mob, or put a shilling into 
their own pockets.64 
 

A pastor took interest in what he had heard of Newton and went to meet him to see what to make 
of the stories he had heard. He later wrote of Newton’s method of mixing non-medical and 
medical means and his record of total success in some cases and only partial success in other 
cases,  
 

Before Dr. Newton came to us, I prepared ruled paper, and employed a person to report 
name and address, with disease, and relief obtained, that we might afterwards visit them 
in their own houses at our leisure, and see if the benefit was permanent or otherwise. In 
the admission of persons to the chapel, we took them as they came,—many had to be 
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carried, many with crutches, many miserably lame and afflicted children, many deaf, 
many with diseases of the eyes, many paralytics, and other cases of sciatica, diseased 
spine, epileptics, &c., &c. A number of cases were pronounced hopeless; many were 
slightly benefited, while a great number were, to all appearances, cured. In Dr. Newton's 
mode of operation, as a physician, he prescribed both external and internal collateral 
remedies: as warm water freely poured on the head and back; as the application of cloths 
dipped in cold water or alum water; as the abandonment of tobacco and bad moral habits; 
as the necessity of prayer, and faith and love to the Father of mercies and toward all 
mankind. Dr. Newton evidently has great faith in the ministrations of the holy angels, and 
concludes that heavenly messengers may be employed by God in doing good to men, or 
in strengthening his servants in works of mercy, as the angel did the “Man of Sorrows” in 
his bitter agony (Luke xxii. 43.) . . . I do not profess to define the nature of the healing 
power Dr. Newton exerts but I am inclined to designate it Christian magnetism,—that is, 
magnetic energy or will-force, sanctified by prayer and faith and love, and, of course, 
accompanied by the Divine blessing. But as I have no system to set up or defend, I leave 
others at liberty to call it what they please; but I have never read of evil influences being 
used to relieve human misery, or to make men healthier, happier, or better.65 
 

A. E. Newton recorded this interesting case regarding Newton’s belief in a “spiritual body” when 
he was in Andover,  
 

An old gentleman who wore a wooden leg came forward to have his ears treated. The 
Doctor asked him if he did not feel a peculiar numbness and uncomfortable feeling in the 
stump, extending into the space where the amputated limb had been. The gentleman said, 
“Yes, I do,” “Then,” said Dr Newton, “I will remove that feeling, and make you feel as if 
you could move your toes, though you have no toes.” Having received an operation from 
Dr. Newton, the gentleman said he felt much better in that portion of the limb which 
remained, and that he experienced a power as if he could bend his foot and move his toes. 
Dr. Newton explained that this was a sensation arising from the spiritual leg, which could 
not be cut off, but the amputation had interfered with the flow of the spiritual principle 
into the spiritual leg and foot, and thus the uncomfortable and numb feeling which Dr. 
Newton had removed by his healing power. We understand that the Doctor has had a 
number of such cases in his experience, and he holds that it goes to prove the existence of 
the spiritual body.66 

 
Famed British spiritualist writer, Emma Hardinge Britten, published in 1884 her work, 
Nineteenth Century Miracles, which covered Newton’s trip to England in some detail; below are 
excerpts from her book,  
 

We shall devote the remainder of this chapter to a brief notice of another Transatlantic 
visitor whose reputation for the beneficent use he made of his marvellous powers of 
healing by touch, had long preceded him; we speak of Dr. J. R. Newton of Rhode Island, 
U.S., who arrived in this country for a second visit during the month of May, 1870. 
 
Stimulated by the reports of his many wonderful cures, the leading Spiritualists of 
London met together at the “Beethoven Rooms,” Harley Street, on Thursday, May 12th, 
to tender to Dr. Newton a cordial welcome in the form of a public reception. 
 
The meeting was not only a representative one, the Spiritualists of eminence from the 
provinces as well as from the metropolis flocking in from all parts of the country, but 
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those who attended were prompt to bear testimony to the excellent services of their 
distinguished guest, by relating several incidents in connection with his powers as a 
healer, the recital of which must serve in this place, as a sample of the good work 
performed by Dr. Newton during his brief residence in England. . . .  Mr. Benjamin 
Coleman, the chief promoter of the meeting, was unanimously called upon to preside, and 
the exercises of the evening proceeded as follows. The Chairman, after stating that the 
object of the meeting was to give Dr. Newton a hearty welcome, closed a pertinent 
speech on the value of the healing power with the following remarks:— 
 
“In America Dr. Newton stands pre-eminent for his healing powers, as proved by 
recorded facts spread over the last fourteen years, and many of the cures effected by him 
were of a very wonderful description. When in New York and Boston, I heard of Dr. 
Newton’s powers in this respect. One gentleman told me of a case where Dr. Newton had 
restored sight to a blind man, who had been unable to see for seven or eight years 
previously, and who was cured by Dr. Newton in a few minutes.” 67 
 

Newton left London on September 2, 1870, bound for Liverpool and then back to America. 
 
Before he left, Newton was feted by the spiritualists of London, and noted publisher of 
spiritualistic and mesmeric literature, J. Burns, said at the meeting: 
 

Dr. Newton is generally recognized as a Healer; but I look upon him as a teacher also. 
“What has he taught us? He has pointed out the true Science of Man—that man is a 
spiritual being, operating through a physical organism, and that the spiritual man is a 
primary subject of all education and care. He has illustrated the great truth of medical 
science—that all physic should be applied to the spiritual principle within the organism, 
and not to the external machine, as is the case with popular medical science, falsely so 
called. Dr. Newton, by his practice, has shown the truthfulness of the spiritual theory of 
medicine, and the murderous fatality of that barbarous practice which poisoned, maimed 
and tortured those unfortunate persons who happened to be sick. 
 
Our good friend has also taught us divine truth. The popular notion was that God was afar 
off, and had to be propitiated and approached by much worship, lip-service and 
penitential humility. Dr. Newton has given the whole system of divinity in one sentence, 
and made it clear that the man who loved truth and his fellow-men, so as to apply that 
truth for the welfare of others, at once worked with God, and God in and through him. 
The Doctor taught that God was the Father of all-nearer and dearer than any relation in 
life, and that we may at all times do His will and His work in proportion to our capacity. 
Dr. Newton was also an exponent of theological truth; by his experience he proved that to 
take the good and great who had gone before us to our bosoms like brothers was far 
better than to set them up and worship them as gods. . . . 

 
Spiritual truth was also taught by Dr. Newton. We could benefit or injure spirits as well 
as mortals, and the spirit-world with this earth-life formed one great unity, from which 
we could be dissociated. We could co-operate with spirits, and spirits with us, according 
to our ability to reciprocate influences with them. . . . 
 
Spiritualism is not only the greatest fact in human existence, but the leading idea of the 
time. I have travelled much with Dr. Newton this summer, and addressed thousands of 
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people, and I am practically certain that Spiritualism is spreading at a very rapid rate, and 
never so surely and steadily as now.”68 

 
While Newton was in England, the 1870 census was canvassed (July 1870) and it records 
Newton as a physician in Newport, Rhode Island, with his wife Elizabeth (or Betsy) and three 
children, ranging in age from 21 to 25, along with two female servants from Ireland. 
 
The New York Times on October 4, 1870, listed “J.R. Newton, M.D.” as one who arrived back in 
America from Liverpool on the City of Paris steamship the day before. That month he reopened 
his old office in Boston. He also lectured in Providence in that month.69  
 
The Banner of Light was the main news source for the comings and goings of Newton in 
America, and it reported this, 
 

On the first day of January, 1871, Miss Lizzie Cristy (niece of Deacon Moses Cristy, of 
Greenwich, Conn.), was cured of congestion of the lungs, together with an incessant 
cough. On that day, Dr. Newton treated her without the least apparent hope, and even told 
Mrs Cristy that the patient was dying. The death-rattle came in her throat, and she lay to 
all appearance dead for some twenty minutes, when Dr. N. spoke aloud; “Use your will-
power; open your eyes!”— when the eyes rolled, and she whispered, “This is not death.” 
“Speak aloud,” said Dr. N.; and she did speak aloud—the first time in three weeks—
saying, “I have been in the spirit-world, and a spirit whom I saw told me that this is not 
death, and that I had to return to earth to finish my mission of life here.” She at once 
partook of food. Her cough had all gone, and she was cured.70  
 

Late in 1872 Newton traveled to Salt Lake City, Utah, for ten days, where he advertised himself 
for a few days for healing, before traveling on to San Francisco in October. A reporter for the 
San Francisco Daily Evening Post recorded in February 14 of the following year71: 
 

A reporter of the Post visited Dr. Newton's rooms for a few hours the other morning. If 
the doctor is a humbug, he does not look or act as though he were conscious of it, but is 
evidently a firm believer in his own ability to cure diseases. In person he is a medium-
sized, compactly built man, of some fifty-eight or sixty years of age, with a fine white 
beard, large forehead, and bright, open, though strongly marked face, with a prevailing 
look of geniality and kindness. His eyes are large, dark, and intense. 
 
Dr. Newton has three rooms on the first floor of the Cosmopolitan Hotel; one a general 
reception-room, a private room for ladies, and an operating room with folding doors, 
which in a majority of cases are left open. Our reporter had a seat in a corner, and 
watched with interest the continued throng of patients who passed in and out. During the 
time he was there, a count showed their number to have been eighty of both sexes, and of 
all ages and conditions of life, who were afflicted with pretty much all the ills the flesh is 
heir to. 
 
Dr. Newton does not pretend to cure all who come to him, and a number are turned away 
with the declaration that it is impossible to help them. This occurred several times during 
our visit. Others he tells he can cure, and proceeds to operate upon them. The process is 
about this: patients wait in the general room until they are called to the operating-room, 
where they are placed in a chair. The doctor then commences talking to them, telling 
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them that he has love and sympathy for them, and himself feels their ailments. Then he 
makes a few passes with his hands, and taking the patient's head between his hands 
declares a cure, and bids the disease depart. In cases of paralysis, he generally rubs the 
afflicted portions smartly, and if it is a joint that is stiff, he pulls the limb out straight, 
bends it two or three times, and telling the patient he is cured, bids him use the limb. 
 
All this seems very ridiculous, yet it is undoubtedly successful in many cases. While we 
were in the doctor's rooms, one gentleman came in on crutches, limping along with great 
difficulty. The doctor said he could cure him, and put him through a course of passes, and 
rubbings; and in ten minutes the man had thrown away his crutches, and was dancing and 
gyrating in the most laughable manner. Some of the lookers-on laughed at his ridiculous 
motions; but he told them to laugh away-he had the use of his legs again, and could 
afford to let them laugh. 
 
Another remarkable case was of a woman who seemed to have a film over her eyes, and 
who said she was blind. The doctor talked to her awhile, made some passes, pressed his 
thumbs upon her eyelids, and told her she could see. She winked slowly like a bat 
brought into the sunshine; then declared she could see; and taking up a newspaper, she 
commenced to read it—the first reading, according to her own declaration, that she had 
done for six years. Her joy was affecting. 
 
A little child was brought in on a pillow. It seemed perfectly helpless, unable to move any 
portion of its body except its eyes; yet in half an hour it was sitting up playing and 
laughing. Among the visitors were a number who had been treated before, one of them a 
young man who had been entirely cured of a large abdominal tumor. He said that at the 
time of his first treatment he had not left his bed for six weeks, and now he is doing well. 
Another visitor had been cured of hip-disease in three treatments, and left his crutches 
with the doctor as a trophy of his skill. Another of Dr. Newton's mementos is the crutch 
of a lady from Nevada, now stopping at the Cosmopolitan Hotel. She was suffering 
severely from a white swelling in the knee, and could not walk without a crutch. Under 
Dr. Newton's treatment she has quite recovered, and seems as though she never had been 
lame. Since her cure she has attended and danced at a ball. 
 
Another patient whom we saw in Dr. Newton's rooms was a young man who said he had 
been insane, but had been cured in six treatments. He is now well and rational; he says 
that his only trouble now is an occasional pain in his temples. 
 
Another striking case was that of a Mr. Simmons, who was cured instantaneously of 
deafness, with which he had been afflicted nearly thirty years, and who was almost wild 
with joy and excitement at recovering his hearing. Mrs. Martha Webster, of 28 Stanly 
Place, was also cured of deafness almost immediately. Capt. Farnsworth, stopping at the 
Russ House, was cured of Bright's disease, and asthma, and F. Hoffman was cured of a 
cancerous tumor. The doctor has a number of books filled with testimonials of 
marvellous cures, but we have noticed none of these. 
 
That Dr. Newton is no common charlatan may be known from the fact that he demands 
no pay, and in ninety per cent. of the cases does not get any. Whether he merely works 
upon the imagination of people whose only trouble is that they think they are sick, or 
whether he does exert some electrical or magnetic influence upon certain persons, we do 
not know; but the fact remains that to all appearance he does effect some marvellous 
cures. His own explanation is, that all he does is in accordance with natural law; that he 
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has by nature an enormous amount of vital force, which he can at his will impart to 
receptive persons, and enable them to throw off disease. He pretends to no supernatural 
power or connection, but declares that he works according to natural laws which have not 
yet been clearly defined. 
 
One thing is perceptible—that in all the cases in which he effects a cure, he seemed first 
to come into perfect sympathy with the patients, and to impress them with a feeling of his 
regard for their ailments, and desire for their relief. His treatment reminds one of the 
tenderness with which a pitying mother passes her soothing hands up and down over the 
body of her suffering infant. That Dr. Newton is a man of remarkable magnetic power 
there can be no doubt: his touch is electrical, like that of a shock from a battery. Whether 
this sort of' treatment really effects permanent cures we cannot tell; but there is one thing 
about it—it cannot do much harm.” 

 
The writer of the foregoing evidently believes that Dr. Newton himself is not conscious 
of spiritual assistance. Therein he is mistaken, for the doctor is a firm Spiritualist, and 
really attributes his wonderful success to the agency of the spiritual world. But when in 
the society of unbelievers, he prudently avoids all discussion by not alluding to this 
agency, and simply declares that ‘it is all done in accordance with natural law’—as it 
certainly is. The Davenport brothers [i.e., Ira and William Davenport], of physical 
manifestations celebrity, during the first year or two of their exhibitions openly declared 
that their manifestations were accomplished by spiritual power; but successive personal 
attacks upon them taught them to be more prudent, so that for some years past they have 
offered no explanation of the means used, and they have since enjoyed freedom from like 
attacks. 
 
Among the healing mediums of the present day, one possessing the power in a pre-
eminent degree is Charles B. Kenney, of Brooklyn N. Y. 
 
In his treatment of patients, he is controlled in a state of absolute unconsciousness, by the 
spirit or a Winnebago Indian, who styles himself “Old John.” I have, perhaps two 
hundred times tested his condition when under control, as well as the verity of personal 
spirit presence, and I have not the least doubt of the perfect honesty of both the spirit and 
his medium; and I believe I can truly say, that whatever any of his patients may think as 
to the fact of spirit agency, none of them doubt the entire honesty and integrity of Dr. 
Kenney himself, nor his ability to heal disease. 

 
It was probably about this time, while Newton was in California, that he received a letter from a 
woman in distress, as explained in Joseph Beals’ book, Spirit Manifestations of Ancient and 
Modern Times Compared: 
 

I am well acquainted with a young lady, who, for fourteen months, was confined to her 
bed with what doctors call “spinal disease.” During all this time she had not been able to 
walk a step, or even bear her weight upon her feet, and the last five months had not been 
able to move herself at all. Her limbs had been gradually drawn up, so that her knees 
were as high as her hips, and she could not straighten them. The mother, who was a 
widow, had spent all she had in employing the best physicians that could be obtained, but 
without any good results, and they pronounced the disease incurable. At this time a 
magnetic healer heard of the case, and as he was passing through Northfield, where she 
resided at that time, felt impressed to call and see her, and after conversing a few 
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moments, placed his hand upon the bottom of her feet, and in a short time her limbs were 
partially straightened. After two or three treatments in this manner, at intervals of a few 
days, her limbs became straight. He then advised her to write Dr. J. R. Newton, who was 
at that time in California, and state her case to him, and see if he could not help her, but 
as they had no money she delayed writing for a few weeks, hoping in some way to obtain 
some, but did not succeed, and finally wrote without remittance. The Doctor, always 
ready, Christlike, to perform a good act, immediately replied, and told her he could help 
her, and that upon reading his letter she would feel an impulse to get up and walk, and 
enjoined her to do so. She read the letter aloud to her mother. Now she had made great 
efforts to get up and stand upon her feet previous to the time when she could not move 
herself in bed, and it had always made her worse for several days. So she said, “Now, 
mother, if I do try and it makes me worse, shall you blame me?” “No.” “Then I shall try.” 
She got off the bed without help, but could not stand erect. However, she walked a few 
steps, and returned to bed. After lying a few moments she said, “Mother, I can do better 
than that.” She got up, stood erect, and walked across the room and back to bed without 
help. And from that day to this, now some three years, has been steadily improving in 
health and strength, and is at this time apparently as well as any one. I should state that 
Dr. Newton sent her two magnetized letters.72 

 
As recorded in his biography, Newton stayed in California (mostly San Francisco and 
Sacramento) for three years, except for a trip to St. Louis in the winter of 1874. He traveled East 
in May, 1876, with trips to the South, Louisville, Kentucky, and Cincinnati, Ohio in 1876 and 
1877. His biography reported that he was by this time thinking of establishing himself as a healer 
at a distance, which would of course allow him to treat many more patients. His biographer 
noted: 
 

This plan had been devised and approved by and through spirit agencies, and further 
development and increase of power for this particular work had been promised him to 
carry out this purpose; and to better break away from the more active labors of his 
profession, he passed considerable time, at intervals, at a distance from crowded cities 
and towns, carrying on his correspondence with patients, and treating by magnetized 
letters, and finally located at Yonkers-on-the-Hudson, N. Y.  There be pursues his labors, 
dispensing the blessings of health to the sick everywhere, by the exercise of that 
marvellous will-power, sending forth the balm of healing to the remotest quarters of the 
globe.73 

 
After the time period covered by Modern Bethesda, not a lot is known. Surprisingly the 1880 
census (June 5, 1880) records Newton as a physician living in New York City, with a much 
younger wife (he was 69 and she was 41, her name was not given, but it is recorded she was born 
in Maine), with no other members of the household. The same census recorded his former wife, 
Betsy, as still living in Newport, with her daughters Grace (listed as disabled with consumption 
of the lungs) and Clara, and a female servant from Wales. 
 
At the website, http://healingandrevival.com is a list of faith cure homes around the country, 
evidently starting from about 1880. One of the listed homes was the New York City Faith Home 
in New York City, run by J.R. Newton. 
 
Newton died on August 7, 1883, as reported in the New York Herald, August 10, 1883, with 
little fanfare.74 
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Late in 1883, Rev. Buckley wrote a letter to The Medical Record, which was published on p. 519 
of the issue of November 10, 1883. Buckley averred that based on his observation, Newton was 
equal, if not superior, to the following faith cure healers, “Dr. Cullis, Mrs. Mix, Miss Moseman, 
the Rev. Mr. Simpson, George O. Barnes, and vastly superior to the impostor, ‘Dr.’ Monck.” 
Buckley summarized Newton’s healing methodology: “Newton told him that he was under the 
control of spirits, who impressed him what to do in every case.” 
 

SEMANTHA METTLER 
 
 

 
 

Semantha Beers Mettler (1818-1880) 
 
What we know of Semantha Mettler today is largely due to a highly-reverential and semi-
hagiographic biography, written in the middle of Mettler’s life—Frances Green’s  Biography of  
Mrs. Semantha Mettler, the Clairvoyant, published in 1853.75 
 
It is not necessary to cover her life in detail, compared to the somewhat lengthy look at J. R. 
Newton’s life above. This book will instead focus on a few details of her early life and then how 
she practiced her healing work.  
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Green’s account of Mettler’s early life in Connecticut reads as a country idyll, with Mettler’s 
“Spirit-guardians” looking over her and even conversing with her. 
 
Mettler’s early life, after marrying at age 17 and having three children, two sickly, within the 
next several years, was one of continual want and woe. A fourth child came at age 24. A 
conversion to Universalism proved a trial as friends and family objected to that religious 
liberalism. A turning point occurred in 1845 when Mettler took her lame son to see Andrew 
Jackson Davis. In time Davis convinced her to be magnetized because she felt she had natural 
clairvoyant abilities. Little progress was made, and during most of the time she lived through 
dire financial circumstances, but in 1848 Mettler conversed with a clairvoyant practitioner, 
Henry Gordon, who had been called due to a serious leg injury of her husband. He said he could 
get her into a deep mesmeric sleep, which is something she had been trying to accomplish 
without success. He made great progress in doing just that, and then after he left three weeks 
later, he arranged for other magnetizers to continue working with her. One day when a visitor, 
Harvey Haight, arrived, while she was magnetized, she was able to clairvoyantly determine that 
he had a kidney problem and to the consternation of all, describe his ailment in great detail. Soon 
she was clairvoyantly diagnosing the visitors or friends with whom she came in contact, and 
once diagnosed she would prescribe medical potions. As Green described how she treated one 
patient (p. 65): “She gave a very particular description of his disease, and prescribed remedies. 
Soon after she began giving the names of herbs and plants of which she knew nothing. From this 
she went to prescribing and compounding remedies, though, in the normal state, she had not the 
most distant idea of the ingredients or proportions of any medicinal compound; . . .” While 
Mettler herself did not even have faith in her compounds, her patients did and they were profited 
thereby. Thus she realized the value of her medicines. Although, according to Green, she was not 
eager to make this a profession, she was led to do so as her name became well known in the area 
of her reported cures. 
 
Mettler’s mother, Mrs. Beers, became very ill, and despite certain reservations from other family 
members, had Metter visit her. The mother was very interested in the theories of Andrew 
Jackson Davis, which were essentially the theories of Mettler as well. She was able to 
clairvoyantly diagnose her mother and provide some level of relief prior to her death a few 
weeks later. 
 
Soon thereafter, in about 1850, according to Green, Mettler developed the ability of “healing by the 
hand.” As Green described it in one early case (pp. 73-74): 
 

In the month of January, 1851 [i.e., 1850], she was called to visit Miss Mary Mosman, a 
young lady, daughter of Deacon Silas Mosman of Cabottville. 
 
The details of this wonderful case can best be given in the words of Mr. Mosman himself. 

 
CABOTTVILLE, Jan. 9, 1850. 

 
Be it known that my daughter, Mary, now twenty-two years old, has, for 
about three years past, been mostly confined to her bed, and unable to 
walk alone. About the middle of July last she lost all power of the organs 
of speech, and a few days after was deprived of her eyesight, becoming 
entirely blind, with no power to even raise her eyelids. All possible 
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means have been used for her relief. She has been attended by twelve or 
thirteen different physicians, some of them being of the highest order and 
skill. She continued in about the same condition, changing only for the 
worse; and was finally told she could never be any better. 
 
By this time we had almost despaired of obtaining any relief. But 
through a kind Providence, we noticed a letter in one of the Springfield 
papers respecting the claims and powers of Mrs. Mettler, the claire-
voyante, in healing and restoring the sick. We immediately applied to 
her,and after several attempts we were fortunate in getting her to make us 
a visit. On the evening of the above date she called, make a clairvoyant 
examination in Mary’s case, and prescribed for her. The next day Mrs. 
M. called again; and by manipulations quieted her a good deal. 
 
On the next Wednesday she called a third time to see her; and in about 
half an hour, with NOTHING BUT HER OWN HANDS, she succeeded 
to the joy of all, in opening her eyes, and RESTORING HER SIGHT 
AND SPEECH! The next day Mrs. Mettler called again; and to our 
astonishment she triumphantly put the case beyond all question, by 
making my daughter WALK entirely alone, which she had not down for 
three years. 
 
Such are the facts in this most remarkable cure. Mary continues to see, 
talk, and walk; and for all we know she must soon be restored to her 
former good health. 
 

And perhaps one of the most remarkable features in this case, is, that the good work was 
done without the least faith on the part of the patient. It may be asked her of what good 
faith could be in such a matter; and it may be answered, that some degree of trust is 
necessary, in order to induce the reposeful, or passive condition, which throws the subject 
completely under the influence of the operator. It is probable that in this instance 
indifference , itself, favored the receptive, or passive state. 
 
This wonderful cure produced great excitement in the vicinity where it occurred, and was 
spread, more or less, through the public papers of the country. 

 
 
In her book, Green, then continued to provide accounts of Mettler’s cures, which were especially  
related to cases of lameness. She described Mettler’s methodology of manipulation, clairvoyant 
diagnosis and prescribing of medications: 
 

To give a history of even the most remarkable cures would swell this volume quite too 
much. I will merely throw in the outline of a few. In February, 1850, Mrs. Mettler was 
called to see Mrs. Climena Burt, of Chicopee, Mass. who had been afflicted with a Spinal 
disease and Inflammatory Rheumatism. She had not been able to walk for more than a 
year and a half; and for seven months could not lie in bed. During that long period she 
was confined to a rocking chair, and could not be moved without the most intense pain. 
Her muscular system had become so powerless that the head would fall back; and she 
was unable to raise it without help. The joints of her limbs and other parts of the body, 
were much swollen, and attended by acute pains. One limb was so contracted as to 
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become about four inches shorter than the other. She had several eminent physicians; but 
the case was declared hopeless. 
 
On the first application of Mrs. Mettler’s wonderful power, and in the short space of 
twenty minutes, the contracted limb was straightened to its full length; and the patient 
was made to stand on her feet, and walked five times round the room, unassisted by any 
one. She continued to improve; and the cure became permanent.  
 
Mrs. Sophia Tayler, of Granby, Mass., had been suffering six years from a complete 
prostration of the nervous system. She had employed several of the most skillful 
physicians, but gradually grew worse for four years, during most of which time she had 
been unable to walk, without taking hold of whatever she could reach for support—and 
then only for a few steps. 
 
After being examined, and prescribed for the patient, Mrs. Mettler quieted her for the 
night, by making passes; and in the morning the magnetic treatment was renewed. In less 
than half an hour Mrs. Taylor was able to walk, erect and strong, when she went into 
another room and took breakfast, say a long time, and walked around the house. The next 
day she went up stairs, and came down again, without the least help, which she had not 
done before throughout her whole sickness. On the third day she went all over the house, 
then went out, and walked the whole length of he piazza; and a few days after she rode 
out to visit her sister, who was also under the treatment of Mrs. Mettler for similar 
complaints, and whom she had not seen for five years, though only a mile distant. . . . 
[Omitted here are several more examples of women who could not walk and were 
confined to their beds and then were healed.] 
 
Mrs. Mary M. Ferry, of Granby Center, Mass., was sick three or four years, and during 
the last year had been confined to the bed, and was wholly unable to walk alone. She 
continued to grow worse; and the case was considered nearly, if not quite hopeless. When 
Mrs. Mettler first visited her, which was March 7, 1850, she found the patient in bed, 
scarcely able to move. 
 
After making the clairvoyant examination, and giving the prescription, Mrs. Mettler was 
restored to the natural state, when she magnetized the patient so powerfully, that she soon 
had her on her feet. Mrs. Ferry walked through several rooms, returned to her chamber, 
and after sitting awhile, rose and went out into the dining room, sat at table, ate dinner, 
and walked to her room again. The patient continued to walk, and to advance generally 
into a rapid recovery of her former health.”76 
 

Green then described further progress of Mettler’s along the lines of mesmeric practice: 
 

While sitting with a patient there [a Mr. Wells in Northhampton], for the first time in her 
life, she was thrown into the magnetic state without a magnetizer. As soon as this 
occurred, she saw the condition of the persons she had tried to get into sympathy with in 
the morning, and gave a very minute description of all their difficulties—they not being 
present at the time; and through the medium of friends, their correctness was afterward 
recognized and acknowledged. 
 
In this same month, May, 1850, was first developed the psychometrical power, or the 
faculty of delineating character by a piece of the writing of any person being applied to 
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the forehead. But Mrs. Mettler did not, at the time, attach any importance to the gift and 
very few persons knew that she was in possession of it, until nearly two years after.77 

 
One of Mettler’s most notable cases was in treating Andrew Jackson Davis himself in September 
1850. Due to the notoriety of Davis and his detailed account of the case, this is reproduced in 
full:  
 

In the month of September following, A. J. Davis, being ill, Mrs. Mettler went to attend 
him. Her kindness in visiting him, and her signal success in the cure, called for the 
following tribute from the patient, which was published in the Spirit Messenger: 
 

ACHIEVEMENTS OF HUMAN MAGNETISM 
 
BRETHREN: The spirit moves me to write you this morning, and to give you, and he 
many friends of Harmonial Philosophy, an account of my recent illness. And here let me 
express my gratitude for the many exhibitions of fraternal Love which my late condition 
excited in the bosoms of the friends of truth and harmony. 
 
The question has been often asked—“How could you have been ill?” And I have noticed 
with considerable interest the various speculations which the question has developed. My 
illness was occasioned by a Typhoid fever—the concentration of all fever diseases. And 
among all the theories as to the origin of such a fever in my organism, I have noticed but 
one which approach any where near the real causes of the physical disturbance in 
question. In truth, friends, it is impossible for me to ever have any other fever, except for 
a few days, while my spiritual or mental exercises continue to excessive ad exalted. 
 
Previous to my illness, for six weeks, I was constantly engaged in writing upon the most 
stupendous subject that ever incited human thought; and my whole mental organization 
was exercised extremely; for my subject is “God—the Ruler of the Universe.” This 
extreme exercise of the spiritual faculties pressed my entire system into the extreme 
positive state, which inevitably develops the fever that caused my exceeding prostration. 
Those friends who have familiarized their minds with the Philosophy of disease, as 
unfolded in “The Great Harmonia,” Vol. I, will readily understand the causes and nature 
of my illness. But enough of this. 
 
My principal object in writing is to relate the wonders of my restoration. In the early 
stages of my  fever, I was daily visited by an allopathic physician of acknowledged skill 
and ability; but, as my complaint became more positive, his faith in my ultimate 
restoration to health subsided, and it was generally believed, by those who witnessed my 
condition, that I should soon become a permanent resident in the Spirit-land. But Mrs. 
Mettler, of Bridgeport, Conn., hearing, through a notice in the Messenger, of my 
condition, came immediately to Cambridge, where I was temporarily residing. My case 
was submitted to her inspection, and her diagnosis of the symptoms was exceedingly 
accurate. Out of the several millions of medicines which exist in the world, her 
discriminating perceptions selected, for my case, two simple vegetable remedies. Of these 
a tea was made and administered according to her directions. Through the agency of this 
simple tea, the applicability of which to my complaint the wisdom of a clairvoyant only 
cold discover, my fever was subsided. 
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Now I put this down to the credit of clairvoyance; for the Typhoid Fever is the most 
obstinate of all positive disturbances; and under the treatment of the most skillful 
physicians, it is known as a fever which exhausts itself or the patient—one or the other 
must die. But clairvoyance accomplishes in a few hours what the medical science of 
modern day classes among the impossibilities. 
 
Combined with tea, in the removal of this fever, was human magnetism, sometimes 
called psychology. I can never forget the morning when the following miracle was 
wrought upon me. The physician who had seen me but two days previous, gave it as his 
opinion that I should be obliged to remain in bed six weeks, and abstain from food twenty 
days longer. I had already sunk so low in physical strength that I could not turn in bed, 
nor assist myself with my hands. And my food and medicine, for nearly three weeks, with 
but few exceptions, had been confined to Congress Water [i.e., saline mineral water from 
the Congress spring at Saratoga, in the State of New York.], which I drank freely. Such 
was my condition when Mrs. Mettler, in accordance with her interior directions while in 
the clairvoyant state, came to my bedside, and, taking my hand in her own, and gazing a 
few moments steadily in my eyes, said—‘Now you can raise up in your bed.’ The 
requisite strength and confidence to do so flowed throughout my system in an instant; and 
I forthwith raised up with ease. Now she made passes down my spine, and over my entire 
body, and bade me walk from my bed to a chair, which had been prepared for the 
purpose, about four yards from the bed I was occupying. This I did with astonishing ease; 
and I rested in my chair that day nearly four hours. Thus I substantially took up my bed 
and walked. 
 
Every morning, about the same hour, I was magnetized (or psychologized) by the lady 
whose name and fame you have frequently heard of; and in ten days I could drive out and 
enjoy the sunlight and air. But here let me acknowledge the careful nursing which I 
received at the hands of Mr. Mettler, to whose prompt attention and fraternal 
watchfulness I owe much of the health I so rapidly received. And I trust he will always 
thus cooperate with his companion in her visits to, and treatment of, the sick and 
distressed. 
 
The harmonizing and tranquilizing influence of this illness upon my body and mind was 
deep and thorough. I am more healthy now than  I have been in years. My entire system 
has experienced a species of regeneration or purification; and my mind is vastly more 
free to explore the infinite ramifications of those great and lofty subjects which will 
constitute the vital system of my future volumes—The Great Harmonia. While I continue 
on the earth my life shall be devoted to the work of human happiness and progression; 
and, brethren, my prayer is that you, and all who see the Truth as it is in Nature and God, 
may lovingly and zealously cooperate in the full and complete accomplishment of the 
same ends. 
 
Yours, in the bonds of affection, 
 
Andrew J. Davis.78 

 
As Green opined:  
 

It will readily be seen by these instances, that not only is Mrs. Mettler the medium of an 
astonishing power, but she is possessed of a clairvoyance truly wonderful. In the period 
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of three years she has examined between two and three thousand persons; and when we 
consider that most of these were the worst cases—such as had no hope from any other 
system—her success appears incredible. 
 
She is equally happy in describing cases at a distance—getting into sympathy with the 
patient by a lock of hair—as hundreds of testimonials might be brought forward to 
show.79 

 
Green later recorded a cure in 1853, the year her biography of Mettler was published. A Joseph 
Haight, of Bridgeport, CT, wrote a testimonial on April 2, 1853, of how he was a long-time 
sufferer of a severe heart ailment, and during one attack he called for an “old school” physician 
who determined he was seriously ill, but Haight did not take his prescription. (He had 
telegraphed Mettler before, but he was concerned the message would not be received in time so 
he called for the physician.) Mettler received the urgent request. As Haight recorded it: 
 

[Mettler] was thrown into the superior condition by spirits, examined the case, made out a 
prescription, and requested her husband to send it immediately. In less than half an hour 
after Mrs. Mettler received the message, I had the result of her impression before me. 
 
A more wonderful event than this, perhaps, is not found recorded in the annals of 
medicine. The prescription soon applied, and the relief from my intense sufferings 
appeared truly miraculous; even as the dispatch and the examination itself. 
 
The singular accuracy with which Mrs Mettler described my case was truly remarkable, 
even mentioning a cold which has hastened the attack. Finally, I say that those who are 
willing to lay aside their prejudices and ignorance, may find relief from their sufferings, 
by applying to Mrs. Mettler, who is truly a most worthy and remarkable woman.80 

 
Mettler appears to have been much more inclined to prescribe her own clairvoyantly-determined 
medicine than Newton (quite along the lines of Quimby’s assistant, Lucius Burkmar, in the 
1840s), and such use of medicine might appear to keep her out of the debate about “mental 
healing,” but not all of her work was based on her medicines, and she epitomized the clairvoyant 
healing medium of the day, which was a mixture of non-medical clairvoyance, appeal to the 
spirits, some manipulation, and a clairvoyant concoction of medical remedies. 
 
According to Green, Mettler’s second son, who had early on developed a paralyzed limb, had not 
recovered from that condition as of 1853, when she published her book. This might be seen as 
another example of Newton’s comment about sometimes finding family members the hardest to 
heal, but in the cases of healing mediums, they generally did not claim that they could heal 
everyone, so the inability to heal a family member was not seen as a disproving failure. 
 
 

DR. J. B. HENION 
 
While the number of self-styled healers of all kinds were legion, in most cases there is not much 
known about them. An example is Dr. J. B. Henion, who was generally associated with 
Rochester, New York. The following is a four-page flyer he sent out in 1873: 
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In a trip to Boston in 1879 he ran some very similar ads, as we see below (Boston Journal, 
January 30, 1879). Note his comment that he was the only educated physician with the gift of 
healing: 
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An earlier advertisement (Boston Journal, January 6, 1879) included the same language that over 
80,000 had been treated in five years, which appeared also in the 1873 flyer above: 
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That such healers as a rule were not necessarily ideological as non-medical healers is seen a few 
years later when Henion testified openly to having his Bright’s disease cured by taking a 
medicinal notion called Warner’s Safe Cure. Beyond his giving a testimonial to the Warner Safe 
Cure, he also came out with his own bottled notion, called the Sure Cure for Malaria. We will 
see later that Quimby evidently contemplated the idea of selling a notion for hair loss, but never 
actually did so. In Henion’s case, he appears to have gone full force into marketing his notion. 
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While not a lot if known of Henion, we know that he appeared in Boston’s Tremont Temple in 
1888 to rave reviews, according to a local newspaper.81 
 

FAITH CURE 
 
In addition to the healing mediums, the faith cure (or divine healing) movement offered yet 
another avenue for largely non-medical healing efforts (this movement generally began later, in 
the 1870s and 1880s and will not be discussed in depth here). Individuals in this Christian 
movement included Charles Cullis, Albert B. Simpson, Carrie Judd, Sarah Mix, Ethan Otis 
Allen, William Boardman, and Adoniram Judson Gordon. This latter movement was largely 
centered around the belief that the Biblical accounts of healing should be continued in modern 
times and thus prayer to Jesus should result in healing results. As such it did not represent a new 
religion, instead it simply disagreed with the common notion that the days of miracles were over. 
While this latter movement did not affect Quimby, since it came later, it did provide yet another 
level of competition for Eddy and Evans.82 

_____________________________________________________ 
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CHAPTER THREE: APPENDIX A 
 

J. R. NEWTON’S WRITINGS 
 

 
Unlike Quimby, Eddy, and Evans, Newton was not a writer to any large extent; however, his 
biographer records a limited amount of writings by Newton on his views on healing. The 
following extracts from those writings illustrate the surprising degree of materialism that was 
included in Newton’s healing methodology. Emphasis is added in bold, particularly in examples 
of Newton’s surprisingly materialistic remedies and methods juxtaposed against his conviction 
that “Spirit-magnetism—the life principle—may be imparted from one to another; and is the 
only power to heal the sick.” 
 
Modern Bethesda: 
 

HOT WATER AS A REMEDIAL AGENT. 
 

Second in importance to magnetism in the treatment of certain diseases is the use of hot 
water. It is a cure for softening of the brain, neuralgia, delirium tremens, brain fever, 
effects of sun-strokes, scrofula and scald-head. Even insanity in nine cases out of ten can 
thus be cured. 
 
My manner of treatment is this: I have the faucets of the bath connected by a 
rubber tube, with which is connected a three-eighths inch tube of convenient length, 
through which I have a stream of water of the temperature of 118 to 120 degrees, 
flow over the head of the patient. For insanity, this is done three times a day, thirty 
minutes each time, for a period of ten to thirty days, as the case may require, when a 
permanent cure will be the result. 

 
Hot water may also be used with success in treating other diseases, such, as affections of 
the spine and kidneys, even diabetes and Bright’s disease. I scarcely ever fail to cure this 
last named disease, even though the patient be advanced in years. Such a case was that of 
C. H. Reed, 26th and Howard streets San Francisco. He was so low with Bright's disease 
of the kidneys that his case was regarded as hopeless. I felt sure, however, that I could 
cure him, and so assured him. His wife, following me to the door in tears, said: "You are 
flattering him! You do not mean that he can be cured!" I told her I was confident of 
success. With magnetic treatment and the persistent use of hot water on his back for three 
weeks, for thirty minutes thrice a day, he was cured. 

 
Another extreme case was that of Captain Cole Farnsworth, of Astoria, Oregon. He was 
afflicted with asthma, a consumptive cough and Bright's disease. He had not lain down 
for forty days and nights, but had sat in his chair with his head resting on the back of 
another chair, or on a cane, and suffered constant pain. He was taken to my hotel in San 
Francisco. I made the hot water application three times a day, pouring it down the spine, 
across the kidneys, causing profuse perspiration, giving at the same time magnetic 
treatment, and in three weeks he left the hotel a well man and returned to Oregon. 
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Lame limbs, sores, ulcers, and even cancers can be cured or benefited by the use of hot 
water; also weak or inflamed eyes. The same bath should be given in cases of 
inflammatory rheumatism. It is a sure cure within a week, even though the whole body be 
afflicted. I use it in extreme cases only, and when time and circumstances allow. But 
from the success that has attended its application, I can confidently recommend it to 
everyone as a valuable remedial agent in the treatment of these diseases. In any case it is 
a powerful auxiliary, and, when proper magnetic treatment cannot be obtained, a good 
substitute. 

 
The following is taken from the Banner if Light :— 

 
A CASE OF INSANITY CURED BY DR. J. R. NEWTON. 

 
A case of insanity in its worst form was successfully treated recently by Dr. J. R. Newton, 
35 Harrison avenue, Boston, under the following circumstances: Six months since, Mr. 
——, of ——, brought his son, a young man, to be cured. He was taken directly from the 
lunatic asylum in ——. The father was advised not to bring him, as he could not live to 
get here. Mr. — said: "I will carry my child to Dr. Newton, if he dies by the way." His 
condition seemed utterly hopeless. Much confidence was given Mr. —— by the 
representations of a prominent merchant in this city, who stated that he had been cured of 
a bad case of catarrh by Dr. N., with one treatment, and that a lady friend of his, was 
perfectly relieved of insanity, fifteen months since, after having been in two asylums. Her 
case had been pronounced incurable by several physicians; but since the Doctor's 
treatment, she has continued well to this time. 
 
Young Mr. — is now a picture of health and happiness, and has charge of a branch of his 
father's business. His mother, who had turned gray with sorrow in a year, for the 
confinement of her dear son, writes to Dr. Newton the following letter: 
 
MY DEAR DR. NEWTON:— 
Allow me to address you, to express my gratitude for the great good you have done me 
and mine. I have been trying to write you ever since you restored my darling son to me in 
such perfect health. I am so happy! My joy is unspeakable! I have not words to express 
fully my joy and gratitude. And he is so happy too! He never was so free to converse as at 
the present time. 

 
My whole soul flows out in gratitude to God and to you for his restoration. My prayer is, 
that He may prolong your life to make other souls glad and happy.  

 
MRS. —— ——— 

 
Other cases might be cited, but I forbear. 
 
I have never known anyone restored, and but few benefited, by confinement in an 
asylum, while I have seen many whose cases were rendered more hopeless thereby. In 
mild cases the patient should never be placed in confinement. The physical organism is 
diseased; and with proper magnetic treatment, and other treatment, such as I have 
described for the brain, with rest and quiet, and pleasant surroundings, he will soon be 
restored to health. 
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MEDICINES. 
 

I am opposed on general principles to the use of drug-medicines. The injury to the system 
far overbalances the benefits received. Anodynes, emetics and cathartics all have their 
respective uses, and are sometimes a necessity. I do not say that medical doctors never 
cure, but I believe that the magnetism that is imparted with their medicines, 
unconsciously to themselves, no doubt, does more toward curing disease than the 
medicines administered. I once knew an eminent physician in charge of a hospital for the 
sick, who, for two years, gave his patients only bread pills, and his success was greater 
than he had ever had before. 
 
There are exceptional cases in which a simple remedy may be used with good results, as 
well as the outward application of hot water. In my own practice, if conditions were 
always right, there would be no need of such aids. But where there is but little if any 
faith, and some antagonism; some external aid or harmless remedy, even if it be as simple 
as bread pills, facilitates the cure. The patient's mind coöperates with mine in doing as I 
request; faith is increased, and the patient becomes more negative and receptive to the 
healing influence of magnetism. 
 
The following health maxims and advice are worthy of attention, and if followed will 
prevent many of the ills that flesh is heir to:— 

 
HEALTH MAXIMS. 

 
True knowledge of healing win do away with drugs altogether. 
Avoid all patent medicines: they answer the purpose only for which they are made, viz.; 
to make money and deceive, but they never cure. 
Never put cold water on weak or diseased eyes. 
Cold water should never be used on the head; but hot water for all diseases of the head or 
brain. 
Wearing garters makes cold feet and crippled limbs. 
Never sleep or sit with the hands up to the head: it will cause heart disease, 
consumption, liver complaints, dyspepsia, etc. 
Spirit-magnetism—the life principle—may be imparted from one to another; and is 
the only power to heal the sick. 
Never tamper with your eyes or ears. 
Nitrate of silver, or any other drug, cannot be used on the eyes ,without injury. 
Never use or take opiates or other anodynes. 
Sorrow, grief, fear, or any extraordinary emotion, will cause disease: so, to be well, be 
cheerful, and wear a pleasant countenance. 
Never suffer tortures from professed physicians' bleeding, cauterizing, cupping, plasters, 
or the use of liniments, calomel, nux vomica, arsenic or any other drugs or poisons that a 
well person could not take without serious injury. All such practice and pretended science 
is empiricism, quackery and deception, and an insult to reason and common sense. 
The hair of dead or diseased persons, worn on the head, may be very injurious and 
produce disease. 
 

VACCINATION. 
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This is a practice that causes a vast amount of disease and suffering. Its effects are 
infinitely more terrible than the disease it is designed to prevent. No matter how pure the 
vaccine matter may appear to be, virus is left in the system, which will, sooner or later, be 
developed in scrofula or some other filthy disease. Were I to relate a few of the cases that 
have fallen under my observation, of persons injured by this practice, it would fill the 
mind with horror.  
 

GALL-STONES. 
 

This is a disease that is very prevalent, but in regard to which physicians and people in 
general are astonishingly ignorant. Thousands of persons are complaining of dyspepsia, 
liver difficulty and other diseases, when the real cause of their illness is gallstones. The 
symptoms are general weakness and lassitude, depression of spirits and pain, particularly 
in the right side and back of the head, with general derangement of the system. The 
complexion is often sallow. 

 
The following remedy is always effectual in removing this disease. Before retiring at 
night take two ounces of olive oil. The next morning at six o'clock, take a seidlitz 
powder, and repeat it once every half hour until the bowels are moved. On commencing 
to take the powders, place the right hand over the lowest right rib, beneath which lies the 
gall-bladder, and work the hand in such a way as to force the stones to the duodenum or 
lower stomach. The gall-stones will soon pass. The condition of the patient begins to 
improve at once, and gradually his system regains its healthy tone. In my practice in San 
Francisco, I cured more than three hundred persons of this disease, and in the State of 
California over four hundred. 

 
SLEEPING WITH THE HANDS TO THE HEAD. 

 
One of the most injurious and also one of the most common habits of men and 
women is sleeping with the arms extended on the pillow above the head. In this 
posture the arteries leading from the heart to the head are closed, producing 
temporary congestion, and forcing the blood back to the lungs and heart. This habit, 
if long continued, will produce heart disease and other physical derangements, often 
ending in consumption. I believe three-fourths of these diseases to be caused by this 
practice, and thousands have been saved by my timely warning. 

 
BREATHING TUBE. 

 
In healing certain organic diseases, I make use of a silver tube through which the 
magnetism is conveyed by my breath directly to the diseased parts. This tube is 
three inches in length and three quarters to seven-eighths of an inch in diameter. In 
treating diseases of the lungs, heart or liver, I place it over the parts affected outside 
the clothing, and with powerful exhalations I send the magnetism, which passes out 
with the breath, thereto, willing the disease to depart. The healing influence 
permeates the organ and affects a cure. 
 
In prolapsus uteri the treatment is the same. The magnetic current contracts the muscles 
and heals the inflammation and ulceration at once. A weak back is invariably relieved 
thus. As the magnetism is first communicated to the brain, to impart it by my will-power, 
or at most, to lay my hands upon the head, is, as a rule, all that is required to effect a cure; 
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but in severe organic diseases, partly to satisfy the patient and partly to facilitate the cure, 
I make use of the silver tube.83  

 
Newton wrote about his healing, and healing at a distance: 
 

I learned this method of healing from the teachings and works of Jesus. In the case of the 
nobleman's son, he said to the father: "Go thy way, thy son liveth," and at the same hour 
the son was cured. The healing power must have been conveyed to the son 
simultaneously with these words, showing that there is a conductor analagous to the 
telegraph wire, all which the magnetic current is transmitted. This power, by the 
positive action of the mind and will, may be transmitted, irrespective of distance, to 
any person or place, and cures effected through its agency, as readily as by personal 
contact. Under the direction, too, of this volition, the spirit does its work, imparting 
direct healing influences through the mediumship of the operator. The effects are 
often marvellous. A person calls on me and says, “I have a friend who is ill. Do all you 
can to save him.” I take his hand and say, “Keep your mind on your friend, and I will, 
through you, give him a pleasant shock as from an electric battery, and with it his disease 
will depart.” 

 
Sometimes I take a piece of cloth or garment belonging to the sick person, and, after 
magnetizing it, say, “Take this and place it on the person of your sick friend, after which 
he will rise, walk out and be cured.” 

 
When I receive a telegram, requesting treatment, I hold the paper in my hand, and, 
concentrating my mind on the person, send him the magnetic influence and will for the 
disease to depart. This I regard as the most remarkable feature of this department of 
healing, inasmuch as there is no tangible medium of communication between healer and 
patient, and it shows in a marked manner the power of the spirit-forces, with whom 
distance is as nought. 

 
I do not claim to effect a cure in all cases thus presented to me, nor are all cures 
completed in one treatment. The causes of failure, however, rest oftener with the 
patient than with myself. The power is strong with me; I impart it to the patient. If 
he, from lack of faith or other causes, is unreceptive, the effects may in a measure be 
lost; but if he puts himself in an attitude, mentally and spiritually, to receive it, 
physical benefit must result. 

 
My system of healing by magnetized letters is the surest means of curing disease at a 
distance, as it affords an opportunity for repeated treatments. In my public practice 
this is rendered impracticable by the amount and pressure of business, that allows 
me only time to throw to each the magnetic current. In treating by letter, I send a 
magnetized letter at intervals of from ten days to two weeks, as the case may require, and 
the patient request. The length of time to perfect the cure depends upon the nature of the 
disease and the susceptibility of the patient to magnetic and spirit-influences. In some 
cases the cause is removed at once, but continued treatment is desirable to aid the system 
to regain its lost strength and vitality. In others, the cure is begun, and under the influence 
that is imparted and repeated from time to time, the vitalizing and renovating process 
goes on, and the disease is gradually eradicated. Persons slow at first to effect by this 
power become more and more susceptible to it, and the most obstinate diseases yield to 
persistent effort.84 
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CHAPTER THREE: APPENDIX B 
 

BANNER OF LIGHT ON NEWTON’S HEALING METHODOLOGY 
 
The Banner of Light included an alleged mediumistic explanation of Newton’s healing 
methodology, which Newton seconded as being “substantially correct.” Newton did not spend a 
lot of time explaining his healing theory, so this very lengthy explanation is particularly 
interesting, especially the text highlighted in bold on the subject of spiritual science: 
 

As a contribution towards this end, the following remarkable exposition is here presented. It 
appeared in the columns of the Banner of Light, a weekly journal published in Boston, about the 
time of Dr. Newton's first visit to that city. It is a verbatim report of a discourse spoken through 
the lips of Mrs. CONANT, a widely-known "medium" for messages purporting to come from 
disembodied spirits, while she was in an unconscious trance; which discourse was fol1owed by a 
colloquy between the invisible speaker and some questioner or questioners in the audience, who 
desired a further elucidation of the subject. The philosophy therein presented, whatever its source, 
is regarded by Dr. Newton as substantially correct. It is at least worthy of careful study. 
 
These topics, of the nature of the healing power, the modus operandi of its action, and the reason 
of failures, will come up for further consideration in subsequent chapters of this work. 
 

“THE PHILOSOPHY OF DR. NEWTON'S HEALING POWERS. 
 
By request, we shall speak in brief this afternoon concerning the philosophy of the immediate 
removal of certain diseases by and through Dr. J. R. Newton, together with his total failure in 
other cases. 
 
It will be remembered, by some at least, that we have affirmed that nearly all the diseases to which 
the human body is heir, are first received or taken on by the spirit or vital forces, and thence 
eliminated or projected into the physical. The character of the manifestation of the disease depends 
very much upon the condition of the individual at the time of its inception. Taking this stand, it 
were very easy to elucidate the philosophy of the cure of disease concerning the case in question. 
 
It is perceived that the Materia Medica is not at all consulted by the operator, Dr. Newton. He 
relics solely upon those self-healing energies that are generated within his own spiritual being, 
Now this should clearly prove to mortal minds that disease does indeed come by and through the 
spiritual forces, else it could not be removed by a spiritual process, by any possibility. We do not 
affirm or say that the spirit is accountable for all those imperfect conditions that are taken on by 
human form, but we do say that nearly all the diseases incident to mortality originate in the 
spiritual forces of the individual. 
 
"What is the philosophy of the cure of disease in one case, and of his total failure in another? 
“Why, to us it is as grand and simple, yet majestic, as yonder sunlight. We see it, feel its power, 
and are able to analyze its properties. So it is with regard to the subject before us. We see the 
wheel that is within the wheel; we perceive also the power that is behind the external power, and 
thus we speak, although with simplicity, yet with knowledge of this important matter. 
 
To illustrate: Suppose two person present themselves to the operator, Dr. J.R. Newton, afflicted 
with the same disease. Each desires to be cured; but is it possible to cure both? Perhaps so, 
perhaps not, as we shall presently see. The operator presents himself before his two patients, but 
the moment he does so he feels instinctively the attractive power of the one, and the repulsive 
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force of the other, and yet he fails to understand the whys and wherefores of these feelings at the 
time. But the philosophy of this feeling of attraction and repulsion will be one day clearly 
understood by him. When he comes into the spiritual atmosphere of the patients before him, he 
takes the hand of the person to whom he is attracted, and he says, at once, ‘I can cure you. You are 
diseased thus and so. You shall be healed. Believe there is power to heal you; and I’m going to do 
it.’  Thus he sends out his will force—directs it to the patient, and particularly to the portion of the 
body that he believes that he believes to be diseased. 
 
Now if that patient have hope, together with a strong degree of faith in the healing power of the 
operator, then that will-force will attract and fasten itself to the electrical body* [Here the footnote 
reads: “Commonly termed ‘spiritual body.’ Ed.”] of the patient, and form a perfect battery of 
communication between the operator and his subject; and through this will-power the patient is 
healed. The afflicted one is filled, not with the Holy Ghost, it may be, but with the holy fires of 
electric life, that were so long wanted there. The first point that is requisite to attain, is to gain the 
confidence of the patient. Inspire him with confidence in your power to heal him; attract all the 
possibilities of your patient toward you, bring his electrical forces into union with those of your 
own body, and when you have connected yourself electrically with the patient, believe us, a cure 
will be readily effected. 
 
After coming into the spiritual atmosphere of the second individual, or other patient in question, 
the operator asks, “Do you believe I can heal you?” “Oh, yes; you have healed my friend, why not 
me?” he says. “At all events, I shall try to believe in you, although I must confess that I have not 
that strong faith in your healing power that my friend possesses.” Now here is an apparent show of 
faith and hope. The patient believes; he or she believes that there is a possibility of being cured, 
yet is not sure of it. The operator sends out his will-force toward the individual in question; but 
there is a deficiency in the attractive power. It is not sufficient to bring his own electric forces into 
union with those of the patient. In vain he endeavors to come in contact with the electric forces of 
the patient. He says again, I can cure you; or, by appealing to the individual’s material senses, he 
hopes that he may gain access to the latent electric forces in the body of his patient, in order that 
perfect electrical communication may be established between his own body and the subject before 
him. 
 
So do not charge him with falsehood when he tells you that he can cure you and yet fails to do so; 
for we declare he tells you no untruth. He does not desire to deceive you; he feels the necessity of 
making this assertion to give birth, if we may so speak, to hope, to faith in the mind of the patient, 
that he may fasten his electric forces upon your electric body, and through those forces you may 
receive the healing balm. 
 
We have said he may make an attempt to come into contact with the electric forces of the patient 
through his material senses, and yet no cure be effected. There is no light there—all is darkness; 
the electric forces remain still undisturbed in the body of the patient, still unharmonized, and there 
is a want of hope and faith in the mind of the patient that completely baffles the power of the 
operator. Yet by repeated efforts it is possible the he may, through the material or external senses 
of the patient, form the desired connection and so effect a cure. But if this last means fail[s] to 
produce the desired effect, he withdraws his will-power from the afflicted one, and thus is never 
able to cure the patient. 
 
It is highly important that the man of science, particularly the physician, understand these 
things; if not, he has no surety that he has grasped science at all. The medical man of the 
past and of the present age has overlooked the spiritual part of science. He has grappled with 
material effects rather than the cause of those effects. He has searched through the Material 
Medica for knowledge wherewith to remove those diseases of the human form that to his mind 
have had their rise in material conditions. In many thousand cases he has succeeded in restoring 
health and vigor to frames apparently diseased. We do not ignore the old process of treating 
disease, for we are aware that there are many thousands who can be healed in no other way, whose 
electrical forces can never be approached, because of their non-susceptible natures. Thus they live 
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in themselves, and feed upon their own powers; and if those electric forces lose their vitality, and 
disease settles upon the human frame, it can be removed—if indeed it is removed at all—only 
through the old and practical mode of treatment. 
 

COLLOQUY. 
 
QUERY.—How is Dr. Newton supplied with this spiritual or healing power? 
A.—Compensation is one of the great laws of Nature. You send out a large amount of your vital 
power towards another person, and Nature immediately supplies the loss to you. The operator may 
feel enfeebled, but it is temporary, for Nature will recuperate those forces of the human system 
that have been imparted to given out to others. 
Q.—Must not Dr. Newton have an organization peculiarly adapted to the reception of such forces? 
A.—Certainly. If he had not an organization to receive the forces of the natural world, he would 
not have the power to impart those forces to others. But it is by nature of his own being that he is 
enabled to prepare those forces for the use of the afflicted ones of the earth. Thus that particular 
that is eliminated to the patient is generated within the operator’s own being. 
Q.—Is it not necessary that the operator be possessed of great sympathy and love for the human 
race generally? 
A.—It is; for by and through the law of love a Jesus of Nazareth was enabled to perform great 
miracles while living among the children of earth. 
Q.—Does Dr. Newton perform his cures merely from his own power, or has he aid of any one 
else? 
A.—He is assisted by all heaven and earth, for he is inseparably connected to these conditions of 
life. 
Q.—He seems to be in a semi-trance, and I did knot know but that he was under the influence of a 
band of spirits. 
A.—He is ofttimes, yet the peculiar force that is eliminated to the patient is generated within his 
own being; for that from which it is formed may and must be attracted to the operator from the 
natural world. 
Q.—After exhaustion, is the power that comes to the operator by way of restoration a diffused 
force, or is it gathered to some particular organ of the body? 
A.—It is attracted to the physical form by action of the spleen, and diffused by that organ to the 
various other organs of the human system. 
Q.—Is not the spleen, then, the stomach into which these natural forces are first received? 
A.—It is the grand magnetic stomach, if we may so term it. The man of science well understands 
that if he takes one source of blood from the physical form, Nature labors very hard, is very active, 
until she has restored that much of lost blood to the physical body. So it is with the spiritual forces 
of your nature. If you expend a large amount of your spiritual or healing forces for the benefit of 
others, Nature will certainly compensate you for the loss of giving back to you an amount of 
power equal to that expended by you on others. So give of your forces without stint or measure, 
for Nature will make good to you the loss of them. 
Q.—Do you mean to say it is impossible for one to exhaust those healing forces? 
A.—I do believe it is possible for you to exhaust those forces to a certain degree; but it is only for 
a time, for Nature will restore the deficiency. 
Q.—We shall be restrained from exercise by the want of power, I presume, but I have known 
cases where the loss of  these healing forces occasioned such severe physical exhaustion as to 
produce disease upon the part of the operator. 
Q.—Can a person having large faith health himself? 
A.—Most certainly he can, in many cases. You may be enabled to electrify the diseased portion of 
your nature. We may safely say that in four cases out of ten this may be done, and if many would 
rely more upon his own healing energies, he would seldom need to consult a physician. It is 
because man does not know his power that he does not use it. Knowledge and faith are both 
necessary to the removal of disease from the human system.”85 
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While not substantiated, it is significant that Boston spiritualist Dr. A. S. Hayward recalled in his 
article, “The Mental or Mind-Cure Problem” (Fact magazine (Boston), May-June, 1887, pp. 
140), regarding Warren F. Evans’ 1869 book, The Mental-Cure,  that “Dr. J. R. Newton looked 
upon it as embracing the philosophy that he exercised in his remarkable cures.” Hayward’s 1887 
article has proved to be one of the rare examples of Newton, Quimby, Eddy, and Evans having 
been discussed at the same time in print, especially in the 19th century. 
 
 
                                                
1 An example of this fame is seen in British spiritualist, Benjamin Coleman, who was the head of a group of spiritualists in 
England in 1870, that met to fete the American Newton on his visit to England; Coleman stated in his remarks: “In America Dr. 
Newton stands pre-eminent for his healing powers, . . .” See later for more on this meeting. 
 
2 A paper delivered by Barry Morton, “John Alexander Dowie and the Invention of Faith Healing, 1882-1889,” Muckleneuk 
Campus, UNISA, June 11, 2015, appeared to claim that J. R. Newton has been a follower of Quimby or was otherwise influenced 
by him: “After Quimby’s death in 1866, there were several offshoots from his small movement. The secular healer Dr. Newton 
continued using the former’s methods.”  While it is possible that Newton knew of Quimby to some extent, there is no record that 
Newton was influenced by Quimby or his methods.  
 
Beyond the above, Morton appeared to accuse Quimby of being a fraud: 
 
“With their new biographies intact [i.e., a false biography created for public consumption], Quimby and subsequent generations 
of faith healers realized it was important to be peripatetic so that they would not become too well known to potential clients.” 
There is no record that Quimby attempted any such subterfuge. 
 
3 Not all historians had this view. See for example the observation of New Thought writer, William Walker Atkinson, who was 
not allied with the Horatio Dresser paradigm of New Thought history: 
 
“It is to be regretted that we are not able to name many more of the prominent mental healers of about fifty or sixty years ago 
[i.e., 1855-1865], who were the first to make the natural connection between the transcendental philosophy of Emerson and his 
followers and the application of mind-power to the healing of disease. They did their work well, and others followed in the steps 
without thinking it worth while to record the names of the original teachers. Quimby, Dresser, Evans, and a few others are 
remembered—the others are forgotten. All served their purpose in the great plan, however, and made the connecting link between 
the two schools of thought. Mrs. Eddy, the founder of Christian Science, undoubtedly did more than any other one person to 
make popular the healing of the body by metaphysical methods, and her insistence upon her basic philosophy was an inspiration 
to others who agreed with her in the main, but who differed from her regarding certain points of doctrine and organization.” 
 
See William Walker Atkinson, New Thought: Its History and Principles or The Message of the New Thought[.] A Condensed 
History of Its Real Origin with Statement of Its Basic Principles and True Aims. Holyoke, MA: The Elizabeth Towne Co., [ca. 
1915], p. 16. 
 
Atkinson here seemed to believe that other healers existed in those years that had ideological beliefs similar to Quimby, Eddy, 
and Evans, but I am not aware of any such healers. Instead the healers were largely healing mediums aligned with spiritism, 
without the ideology of Quimby, Eddy, or Evans. Tying healing to Emerson and the transcendentalists appears to be to be latter 
day phenomenon, not one that had a serious impact or influence in the 1880s and 1890s. 
 
4 This rare photograph of Newton comes from a carte de visite that was tucked in a copy of Modern Bethesda. It was produced in 
Cleveland, Ohio, where Newton was known to have stayed in 1860, but perhaps he visited there at a different time. The card was 
inscribed to a Mrs Gale. The copy of Modern Bethesda in which the card was placed was signed “L. Ella Gale 1889 Haverill, 
MA.” 
 
5 This is another rare carte de visite of Newton. It was produced in his hometown of Newport, Rhode Island, date unknown. 
 
6 Phineas Quimby wrote a letter on October 28, 1860, in which he referenced Newton:  
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“You ask me if I ascribe my cures to spiritual influences? Not after the Rochester rappings, nor after Dr. Newtons way of curing. 
I think I know how he cures, though he does not. I gather from those I have seen who have been treated by him that he thinks it is 
through the imagination of the patient’s belief.”  
 
Annetta Dresser printed much of this letter in her book, The Philosophy of P. P. Quimby (1895), pp. 53-54, but carefully 
excluded this reference to Dr. Newton, even though she printed the section above and below it. Thus one might say that her son, 
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